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Ecosystem structure and function are the product of biological and ecological 
elements and their connections and interactions. Understanding structure and process 
in ecosystems is critical to ecological studies. Ecological networks, based on simple 
concepts in which biological and ecological elements are depicted as nodes with 
relationships between them described as links, have been recognized as a valuable 
means of clarifying the relationship between structures and process in ecosystems. 
Ecological network analysis has benefited from the advancement of techniques in social 
science, computer science, and mathematics, but attention must be paid to whether the 
designs of these techniques follow ecological principles and produce results that are 
ecologically meaningful and interpretable. The objective of this dissertation is to 
examine the suitability of these methods for various applications addressing different 
ecological concerns. Specifically, the studies that comprise this dissertation test 
methods that reveal the structure of various ecological networks by decomposing 
networks of interest into groups of nodes or aggregating nodes into groups. The key 
findings in each specific application are summarized below. 
In the first paper, REgionalization with Clustering And Partitioning (GraphRECAP)  
(Guo 2009) and Girvan and Newman’s method (Girvan and Newman 2002) were 
compared in the study of finding compartments in the habitat network of ring-tailed 
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lemurs (Lemur catta). The compartments are groups of nodes in which lemur 
movements are more prevalent among the groups than across the groups. GraphRECAP 
found compartments with a larger minimum number of habitat patches in 
compartments. These compartments are considered to be more robust to local 
extinctions because they had stronger within-compartment dispersal, greater 
traversability, and more alternative routes for escape from disturbance. The potential 
defect of the Girvan and Newman’s method, an unbalanced partitioning of graphs under 
certain circumstances, was believed to account for its lower performance. 
 In the second study, Modularity based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD) 
and Edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (EHRD) were used to detect 
movement patterns in trajectories of 34 cattle (Bos taurus), 30 mule deer (Odocoileus 
hemionus), and 38 elk (Cervus elaphus) tracked by an Automated Telemetry at Starkey 
National Forest, in northeastern Oregon, USA. Both methods treated animal trajectories 
as a spatial and ecological graph, regionalized the graph such that animals have more 
movement within the regions than across the regions, and then investigated the 
movement patterns on the basis of regions. EHRD identified regions that more 
effectively captured the characteristics of different species movement than MHRD. 
Clusters of trajectories identified by EHRD had higher cohesion within clusters and 
better separation between clusters on the basis of attributes of trajectories extracted 
from the regions. The regions detected by EHRD also served as more effective predictors 
for classifying trajectories of different species, achieving a higher classification accuracy 
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with more simplicity. EHRD had better performance, because it did not rely on the null 
model that MHRD compared to, but invalid in this application. 
In the third study, a proposed Extended Additive Jaccard Similarity index (EAJS) 
overcame the weakness of the Additive Jaccard Similarity index (AJS) (Yodzis and 
Winemiller 1999) in the aggregation of species for the mammalian food web in the 
Serengeti ecosystem. As compared to AJS, the use of the EAJS captured the similarity 
between species that have equivalent trophic roles. Clusters grouped using EAJS showed 
higher trophic similarities between species within clusters and stronger separation 
between species across clusters as compared to AJS. The EAJS clusters also exhibited 
patterns related to habitat structure of plants and network topology associated with 
animal weights. The consideration of species feeding relations at a broader scale (i.e., 
not limited in adjacent trophic levels) accounted for the advantages of EAJS over AJS. 
The concluding chapter summarizes how the methods examined in the previous 
chapters perform in different ecological applications and examines the designs of these 
algorithms and whether the designs make ecological sense. It then provides valuable 
suggestions on the selections of methods to answer different ecological questions in 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
The study of networks and application of network theory has become common 
in fields as diverse as physics, sociology, computer science, transportation, and 
economics over the last two to three decades. Network theory provides a means of 
understanding how complex groups of interrelated phenomena interact, function and 
produce unexpected kinds of behavior that may not be predictable from knowledge of 
the individual parts. In ecology, ecological networks have been recognized as powerful 
models to elucidate the relationship between structures and processes (Dale and Fortin 
2010), and network theory has been applied both to examine fundamental ecological 
questions and as a tool for managing and protecting biodiversity (Cumming et al. 2010). 
Network theory fundamentally concerns itself with the study of graphs, a rapidly 
growing area of interest in fields such as biogeography, landscape ecology and 
conservation biology, to name just a few (Kupfer 2012). In a network- (or graph-) based 
approach, biological and ecological entities are treated as nodes and their interactions 
are depicted as links among nodes. Ecological networks take different forms and have 
been used to address different ecological concerns, depending on the biological and 
ecological entities and their relationships that nodes and links represent. Food webs in 
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which species (nodes) interact through trophic relationship (links) are perhaps the most 
typical ecological networks that have long been investigated in ecology (Elton 1927).  In 
recent years, networks that consist of habitat patches represented by nodes and 
dispersal routes among habitat patches as links, have also been introduced into ecology 
(often known as species habitat networks) to examine habitat connectivity and 
fragmentation at a board scale (Urban and Keitt 2001).  
 Despite the many forms that ecological networks may take, interactions among 
the elements in the system are viewed as being key to producing structural complexity 
and determining and maintaining functionality of ecosystems. Feeding relations in food 
webs influence the dynamics and persistence of populations, shape food web structure, 
and govern ecological processes in a system (De Ruiter et al. 2005). The dispersal of 
species among habitat patches in a species habitat network, which influences 
recolonization of unoccupied habitat patches and rescue following local extinctions, is 
crucial to the robustness of ecosystems to disturbance and the persistence of 
metapopulations. Therefore, the patterns of relations in ecological networks and how 
these patterns relate to the characteristics of the networks are a central focus of 
network analysis (Webb and Bodin 2008; Cumming et al. 2010).  
 The rapid growth of network analysis principles and techniques from computer 
science, mathematics and social science has brought thoughtful theories and powerful 
tools to address problems in ecological network analysis. However, ecological networks 
have their own characteristics that distinguish them from other networks. For example, 
a node in a social network can connect to other nodes (e.g., one person can reach 
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others) via a relatively low number of links (known as the ‘small world effect’: 
(Schnettler 2009)). In food webs, the paths between nodes are often even shorter than 
in social networks (Dunne et al. 2002; Williams et al. 2002). Social networks are 
commonly scale-free networks in which the distribution of node degree follows a 
power-law distribution. Ecological networks do not generally follow scale-free 
distributions (Cumming et al. 2010), so the design of an algorithm for ecological network 
analysis should follow or be compatible with fundamental principles in ecology. The 
results should not only be examined in a computational way, but also be able to reveal 
patterns that are ecologically meaningful and interpretable.  
 Network analysis has a long history in science, and many methods have been 
developed to reveal the structure, understand the complexity, and capture the 
dynamics of networks from various perspectives and for different purposes. One 
common application of network analysis is to decompose a network or graph into 
groups of nodes according to criteria or definitions. These groups usually have certain 
properties in common or play similar roles in the networks. This approach is meant to 
effectively and efficiently reduce the complexity of an otherwise complex system to 
reveal the structure of networks. For example, species in food webs can be categorized 
into producers, primary consumers, secondary consumers, tertiary consumers etc., 
which reveals energy pyramids and their trophic roles in food webs.     
In this dissertation, I focus on one of the primary tasks of network analysis, the 
reduction of system complexity as a means for revealing the structure of ecological 
networks. I do so by employing methods that decompose the networks of interest into 
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groups of nodes or aggregate nodes into groups. I compare multiple techniques and 
examine their suitability when these techniques are adapted to analyze various 
ecological networks for different applications. Some of the techniques explored in this 
dissertation were originally developed in computer science or mathematics but not 
specifically for ecological concerns. Their application here is, in part, an attempt to 
demonstrate their potential value in the realm of ecological applications. However, this 
dissertation does not only attempt to answer the question “which one is better for 
ecological applications”, but also attempts to explore “why it is better for ecological 
applications” by examining the designs of the algorithms and whether the designs make 
ecological sense.  
The dissertation consists of three separate, but related studies. Each study 
focuses on one type of ecological network and addresses ecological concerns for that 
particular type of ecological network. The general research questions “which one is 
better for ecological applications” and “why it is better for ecological applications” are 
specified in three manuscripts presented as Chapters 2-4 in this dissertation (Table 1.1). 
These are outlined below. Terminologies that are frequently used in this dissertation are 
list in Table 1.2. 
Objective 1: Compare the algorithm of Girvan and Newman with Graph-based 
REgionalization with Clustering And Partitioning (GraphRECAP) in the application of 
detecting compartments in a species habitat network 
 Chapter 2 titled “Identifying Functionally-Connected Habitat Compartments with 
a Novel Regionalization Technique” addresses this question. Species habitat networks or 
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graphs are a type of ecological networks in which a set of nodes (habitat patches) are 
connected by links representing inter-patch-dispersal. Compartments are groups of 
habitat patches in which interactions (e.g., dispersal linkages) are more prevalent 
among the groups than between nodes across groups. Two methods, the algorithm of 
Girvan and Newman (Girvan and Newman 2002) and GraphRECAP (Guo 2009) were 
applied to habitat network of ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) in southern Madagascar 
which consisted of habitats and dispersal data of ring-tailed lemurs. The evaluation was 
focused on the ecological traits of the compartments found by two methods. 
Compartment characteristics such as the number of habitat patches in the 
compartments were examined for the benefit that a larger number of habitat patches in 
a compartment facilitates patch recolonization of local losses from within-compartment 
sources. Three measures of network connectivity and traversability were also used for 
evaluation: the connection strength of habitat patches in the compartments 
(modularity), the ease of individual organism movements (Harary Index), and the degree 
of alternative route presence (Alpha Index). Compartments identified by GraphRECAP 
had stronger within-compartment dispersal, greater traversability, more alternative 
routes for escape from disturbance, and a larger minimum number of habitat patches 
within compartments, all of which are more desirable traits for ecological networks.  
GraphRECAP offers an improved means for characterizing the spatial structure of 




Objective 2: Contrast modularity-based and edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region 
Discovery in terms of their abilities to detect movement patterns in animal trajectories 
  Chapter 3, titled “Detection of Regions in Spatial Graphs: a New Approach to 
Animal Trajectory Analysis” answers this question. It examines patterns of animal 
movement by treating animal trajectories as a spatial and ecological graph and then 
regionalizing the trajectories such that animals have more movement within the regions 
than across the regions. Nodes are spatial clusters of telemetry locations in animal 
trajectories and links are the movement of animals among these telemetry locations. 
Such a spatial graph is unique, because nodes in the graph bear spatial information and 
are connected by the movement of animals. Hierarchical Region Discovery finds groups 
of nodes in the spatial graph built from animal trajectories that meet two requirements. 
First, the groups of nodes must be spatially contiguous. Therefore, each group of nodes 
forms a region. Second, animals have more movement within than across the regions. 
Modularity and edge ratio are two measures quantifying the movement within regions 
and governing the process of finding regions. The movement of cattle (Bos taurus), mule 
deer (Odocoileus hemionus), and elk (Cervus elaphus) tracked by an Automated 
Telemetry at Starkey National Forest, in northeastern Oregon, USA in June 1995 was 
analyzed by extracting attributes of the trajectories based on the regions found by 
modularity-based and edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region Discovery. The attributes 
were further used to cluster and classify these trajectories (assuming we do not know 
what species the trajectories represented). The quality of clusters and accuracy and 
simplicity of decision tree classification were used to evaluate the ability of detected 
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regions to capture the characteristics of different species movement. While modularity 
has been widely used, edge ratio more effectively captured the characteristics of the 
animal movement. The reasons why regions defined by the edge ratio were more 
suitable for this particular ecological application were also explored by examining the 
designs of the modularity and edge ratio.  Edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region 
Discovery provides an alternative approach to interpreting animal movement on the 
basis of regions and to discover unknown patterns.  
Objective 3: Contrast clusters of species in food webs aggregated on the basis of the 
Additive Jaccard Similarity (AJS) and the Extended Additive Jaccard Similarity (EAJS) 
Chapter 4 titled “Uncovering Food Web Structure Using a Novel Trophic 
Similarity Measure” answers this question. This study focused on food webs, the most 
typical ecological networks studied for a long time. Two trophic similarity measures (AJS 
and EAJS) were used to aggregate plants and mammalian species in the food web of the 
Serengeti ecosystem in northern Tanzania and southern Kenya. AJS only considers 
shared predators and prey at adjacent trophic levels to measure the trophic similarity 
between two species, while EAJS incorporates not only the similarity of shared 
predators and prey at adjacent trophic levels but all the trophic levels associated with 
each species. Compared to AJS, the clusters of species on the basis of EAJS had higher 
quality which means that species in the same clusters have higher similarity and species 
in different clusters have higher dissimilarity in terms of their trophic relationships in the 
food web. Clusters found on the basis of EAJS also reflected factors known to structure 
food webs. Plants of the same habitat tended to be grouped in same clusters. The 
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grouping of animals was related to their weights. The advantage of EAJS lies in the fact 
that it is designed to consider species feeding relations in food webs in a broad scale 
(i.e., not limited to adjacent trophic levels). EAJS provides an approach to revealing the 
patterns of trophic relations among species in food webs and exploring known and 
unknown factors shaping food web structure. 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Unique Properties of Ecological Networks 
Network analysis has a long history. The investigation of Königsberg Bridge 
problem by the great mathematician Leonard Euler in 1736 is regarded as the earliest 
study of networks. Network analysis in recent decades has focused on the properties of 
real-world networks and the dynamics of networks (Newman et al. 2006).  
As a branch of network analysis in general, the study of ecological network has 
followed the same trend. The analysis of ecological networks has found special 
properties that are regulated by fundamental ecological principles. In food webs, 
typically only 10% energy can be transferred from one trophic level to the next trophic 
level. Energy pyramid of a typical food web may contain producers, primary, secondary, 
and tertiary consumers. Species at the level beyond the tertiary consumer are rare. This 
rule limits the number of links that connect two species (known as the shortest path 
between two nodes in graph theory). In social networks, the number of links that 
connect two nodes (e.g. one person reach other persons via social relations) is small 
(known as the ‘small world effect’: Schnettler 2009). Compared to these social networks, 
the paths (the number of links) between species are often even shorter in food webs 
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(Dunne et al. 2002; Williams et al. 2002). Moreover, networks such as World Wide Web 
and social networks have the features of small world effect and/or scale free (the 
distribution of node degree follows a power-law distribution) (Strogatz 2001; Albert and 
Barabasi 2002).  Food webs do not share these general features with other types of 
networks (Camacho et al. 2002). However, food webs have their own rules that shape 
their complexity. Cohen et al. (1990) summarized five laws (e.g., cycles are rare; chains 
are short) that shaped food web structures while Williams and Martinez (2000) 
succeeded in predicting twelve properties (e.g. the fraction of top, intermediate, and 
basal species in a food web) of food webs using only two parameters: species number 
and connectance. 
Species habitat networks also have their own properties, because the formation 
of species habitat networks is different from other types of social networks. Social 
networks such as Facebook are typically built through adding people and their personal 
connections to social networks. Species habitat networks often arise from the 
fragmentation of formerly contiguous habitats into habitat patches (Fortuna and 
Bascompte 2006). Therefore, it is unlikely that species habitat networks have the same 
property as scale free networks, though some habitat patches may have many links 
connected to them (Norberg and Cumming 2008). 
1.2.2 Roles and Functions of Individual Nodes and Groups of Nodes in Ecological 
Networks 
 The properties of ecological networks discussed above mainly focus on all nodes 
and links in entire networks. The role of individual nodes has also been evaluated. Hubs 
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are nodes in the networks that have many connections with them. The number of links 
associated with a node is called the degree of the node. So hubs are nodes with high 
degrees in networks. They have important roles in preventing the entire network from 
being decomposed into pieces or subgraphs. These nodes are known as keystone 
species in food webs, the extinction of which produces great impacts on the abundance 
of other species in ecosystems (Jordán 2009). In a species habitat network, these nodes 
are habitat patches which are critical to maintain the habitat connectivity for the entire 
graph (Minor and Urban 2008).   
  Besides the degree of nodes, many indices have been developed to assess the 
importance of the nodes in ecological networks and to identify these critical nodes for 
the stability of networks. Closeness Centrality (measuring the average distance of the 
focal node from all others in the graph) and Betweenness Centrality (the proportion of 
the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes that contains the focal node) are two 
indicators used both in the studies of food webs and species habitat networks. The 
merits of the two indicators are their considering the position of a node at a “meso-
scale’’. In food web studies, Estrada (2007) compared indices that identify keystone 
species at local, global and “meso” scale. The author found that the “meso-scale’’ 
indicators are more important than others in determining the relative importance of 
species in epidemic spread and parasitism rates. In the study of habitat network of ring-
tailed lemurs (Lemur catta), Bodin and Norberg (2007) argued that habitat patches with 
high Betweenness Centrality are crucial to the landscape traversability and  serve as 
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backbones of the habitat network, because they decrease the overall network distance 
between pairs of habitat patches.   
On one hand, all nodes and links in an entire network produce the properties for 
the ecological network. One the other hand, some individual nodes play critical roles in 
maintaining the structure and functions of the ecological network. However, other 
important functions of ecological networks are the products of groups of nodes and 
their interactions. A typical example is the producers in food webs that take the energy 
and nutrition from the environment to the ecosystem and serve as the fundaments of 
food webs. Actually, grouping nodes in ecological networks is one efficient way of 
reducing the complexity of ecological network to better understand their structures and 
how the structures provide different functions.   
 Nodes in ecological networks can be grouped according to various criteria or 
definitions. The structures of ecological networks are therefore exposed in different 
ways. In the studies of food webs, one classical way of aggregating species is clustering 
them according to their trophic similarity conducted by Yodzis and Winemiller (1999).  
They compared the performance of multiple criteria (e.g., additive and multiplicative 
Jaccard similarity) in aggregating 116 species in a food web from a tropical flood plain 
into trophic groups.  They concluded that additive Jaccard similarity is better than 
multiplicative similarity in terms of producing more consistent and ecologically-
interpretable patterns of aggregation. While additive Jaccard similarity is popular, it has 
documented weaknesses as well: the lower ability to identify species with equivalent 
trophic roles, especially when they do not share the same predators and prey. For 
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example, two herbivores that feed on totally different plants or are eaten by different 
carnivores are separated into different groups on the basis of additive similarity, even 
though they may play equivalent trophic roles in a food web. The advance of social 
network analysis introduced the concept of “regular equivalence” to the studies of 
aggregating species in food webs according their trophic roles. Luczkovich et al. (2002) 
adapted this concept to aggregate species into isotrophic groups. Species in the same 
isotrophic group have the same or similar trophic roles in a food web, feeding on and 
being preyed upon by equivalent species (e.g., herbivores feed on plants and are eaten 
by carnivores).    
 Another criterion used to group species measures the strength of interactions 
among the species. The methods based on this criterion are called compartment 
detection in network analysis which finds groups of nodes such that nodes have more 
connections within groups than across groups. Raffaelli and Hall (1992) determined the 
compartments in food webs by examining the frequency distributions of trophic 
similarity coefficient of the species and mapping the species in ordination plots based on 
the assumption that species which are more similar in their trophic interactions will be 
closer together in ordination plots. Krause et al. (2003; 2009) adapted an odds ratio 
method (Frank 1995) which iteratively reassigns taxa to compartments to maximize the 
odds that links occur within compartments versus links between compartments. Studies 
over decades have suggested an intermediate level of compartmentalization enhance 
robustness of food webs (May 1972; Pimm 1979; Teng and McCann 2004).  
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 Groups of habitat patches (nodes) in species habitat networks that are isolated 
from habitat patches in other groups (i.e., no links connecting habitat patches between 
groups) are called components. Components in species habitat networks are caused by 
habitat fragmentation. A habitat network where formerly every habitat patches can be 
connected to others may be broken down into isolated components, because habitat 
fragmentation removes the habitat patches or prohibits the movement among patches 
that are critical to the entire habitat connectivity.  Number of components and the 
largest components are two indices used to assess the vulnerability of habitat 
connectivity to different levels of fragmentation. For example, Lookingbill et al. (2010) 
used the two indices to evaluate the habitat connectivity of Delmarva fox squirrel 
inhabiting forested areas on the Delmarva Peninsula, USA. They examined the change of 
the two indices under different scenarios of abilities that Delmarva fox squirrels disperse 
between habitat patches. 
 However, Bodin and Norberg (2007: p34) argued that "the binary perspective of 
components, wherein a set of nodes is completely isolated from the rest, is deficient in 
detecting a more continual degree of compartmentalization in the landscape". They 
suggested using the compartments to capture the continual degree of habitat 
connectivity. They adapted the widely-used Girvan and Newman method (Girvan and 
Newman 2002) to identify the compartments in habitat network of ring-tailed lemurs 
(Lemur catta) in southern Madagascar. 
1.2.3 Compartment Detection Methods 
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 Readers are referred to Fortunato (2010) for a comprehensive review on 
compartment detection methods. Methods that are highly related to this dissertation 
are introduced below with a particular emphasis on the compartment detection 
methods for spatial graphs which are examined in Chapter 3 of the dissertation. 
The Girvan and Newman method (Girvan and Newman 2002) has been 
recognized as a milestone in the field of compartment detection (Fortunato 2010). They 
focused on the concept of edge betweenness, defined as the number of shortest paths 
between pairs of vertices that run along it. Compartments are defined by systematically 
removing edges that have high edge betweenness. Although the method has been 
applied to the study of a wide range of networks (e.g., marine food webs: Rezende et al. 
2009, metabolic networks: Ono et al. 2005, protein interaction networks: Dunn et al. 
2005), it has also been criticied that it may yiled unbanlanced partitioning under certain 
circumentances (Chen and Yuan 2006). 
 The other remarkable contribution by Newman and Girvan is that they 
introduced modularity to evaluate compartment methods by quantifing  how good the 
detected compartments are (Newman and Girvan 2004). By definition,it  measures “the 
fraction of the edges in the network that connect nodes of the same type (i.e., within-
compartment edges) minus the expected value of the same quantity in a network with 
the same compartment divisions but random connections between the nodes” 
(Newman and Girvan 2004: p7). Their contribution lies in two facts. First, it offers the 
most popular null model where nodes are connected in a random manner, subjected to 
the constraint that the expected degree of each node matches the degree of the node in 
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the original graph. Second, it quanitiatively expresses the strength of compartments 
(Fortunato 2010). Huge number of modularity based optimization methods have been 
created since then including GraphRECAP (Graph-based REgionalization with Clustering 
and Partitioning) method (Guo 2009) that is employed in the dissertation and Clauset et 
al. (2004) ‘s method that improves the computational efficiency. 
When nodes in a network are located in a space equipped with a metric, the 
network is recognized as a spatial graph (Barthelemy 2011). The important role of 
spatial information in network analyses such as the evolution of transportation (Chorley 
and Haggett 1971), human migration (Guo 2011) has been recognized. Guo (2011) 
developed GraphRECAP (Graph-based REgionalization with Clustering and Partitioning) 
to discover spatially contiguous compartment patterns in the migration data of U.S. 
which contains over 700,000 county-to-county migration flows. The method efficiently 
reduced the complexity in the migration data and uncovered patterns that strongly 
related to space such as "core-suburban relationship" from a network perspective. Later 
on, Guo et al. (2010; 2012) applied the method on trajectory analysis by treating the 
movement of vehicles across space as spatial networks and regionalizing the spatial 
networks (i.e., finding spatially contiguous compartments in the spatial networks). 
Enforcing spatial constraint is also valuable in facilitating the visualization and 
interpreting ecological or biogeographic data. In the study of forest patterns for 2,109 
watersheds in the continental U.S., Kupfer et al. (2012) identified hierarchical regions 
based on measures of forest extent, connectivity, and change by enforcing spatial 
constraint into a traditional hierarchical clustering method. The detected forest pattern 
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regions had more desirable properties than those from non-spatial clustering methods 
and reflected the influence of natural and anthropogenic factors structuring forest 







Table 1.1 A summary of the types of ecological networks examined, study goals, and methods for Chapters 2-4.  
Chapter Type of Ecological Network  Goal(s) Methods 
2 Species habitat network To identify groups of habitats 
(compartments) that are closely 
linked  by dispersal of the  species, 
Lemur catta (ring-tailed lemur) 
Algorithm of Girvan and Newman and 
REgionalization with Clustering And 
Partitioning (GraphRECAP) 
3  
Spatial network of animal 
movement 
To detect groups of nodes  that are 
spatially contiguous and have more 
animal movement within groups 
than across groups (the groups of 
nodes are called regions in that they 
are spatially contiguous) 
 
To reveal movement pattern of 
different species based on detected 
regions 
Modularity-based Hierarchical Region 
Discovery (MHRD) and Edge ratio-based 
Hierarchical Region Discovery (EHRD) 
4 Food web To aggregate species based on their 
trophic similarity 
Additive Jaccard Similarity (AJS) and 






Table 1.2 Terminologies used in the dissertation 
 
Terminology Definition 
Network A mathematical model consists of nodes and links that represent 
the connections between pairs of nodes. 
Ecological Network A network in which nodes and links represent biological and 
ecological entities and their interactions. 
Spatial Network A network for which the nodes are located in a space equipped 




Groups of nodes in a network with many edges joining nodes of 
the same group but comparatively few edges joining nodes of 
different groups. 
Region(s) Compartments in a spatial network in which nodes are spatially 
contiguous. 
Regionalization the process that detects regions in a spatial graph. 
Spatial Cluster(s) A spatial cluster is an aggregation of telemetry locations in animal 
trajectories by Shared Nearest Neighbors (SNN) method. A spatial 
cluster has spatial information can be spatially adjacent to other 
spatial clusters. Its boundary is the merged thiessen polygons 
surrounding the telemetry locations belonging to it. Spatial 







Chapter 2 Identifying Functionally-Connected Habitat Compartments with a 
Novel Regionalization Technique1 
Abstract 
Landscape ecologists have increasingly turned to the use of landscape graphs in 
which a landscape is represented as a set of nodes (habitat patches) connected by links 
representing inter-patch-dispersal. This study explores the use of a novel regionalization 
method, GraphRECAP (Graph-based REgionalization with Clustering And Partitioning), to 
detect structural groups of habitat patches (compartments) in a landscape graph such 
that the connections (i.e. the movement of individual organisms) within the groups are 
greater than those across groups. Specifically, we mapped compartments using habitat 
and dispersal data for ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) in an agricultural landscape in 
southern Madagascar using both GraphRECAP and the widely-used Girvan and Newman 
method. Model performance was evaluated by comparing compartment characteristics 
and three measures of network connectivity and traversability: the connection strength 
of habitat patches in the compartments (modularity), the potential ease of individual 
organism movements (Harary Index), and the degree of alternative route presence 
(Alpha Index). Compartments identified by GraphRECAP had stronger within-
                                                      





compartment connections, greater traversability, more alternative routes, and a larger 
minimum number of habitat patches within compartments, all of which are more 
desirable traits for ecological networks.  Our method could thus facilitate the study of 
ecosystem resilience and the design of nature reserves and landscape networks to 
promote the landscape-scale dispersal of species in the fragmented habitats. 
2.1 Introduction 
Recent decades have been marked by efforts to understand the characteristics 
and dynamics of spatially-structured populations, local populations that occupy discrete 
habitat patches connected by individual dispersal (Hanski and Gilpin 1991; Gilarranz and 
Bascompte 2012). These efforts have been driven to a large degree by concerns related 
to the conservation and management of species in spatially-heterogeneous landscapes, 
often as they relate to the ease with which organisms or other phenomena can move 
across the landscape (i.e., landscape connectivity). Habitat loss and fragmentation 
caused by human activities remain the greatest ongoing threat to the survival of many 
species (Benton et al. 2003; Kerr and Deguise 2004), but maintaining functional linkages 
among habitat patches facilitates the acquisition of spatially- and temporally-variable 
resources (Clobert et al. 2009), helps to offset the inherent risks to smaller populations, 
and is thus crucial for the viability of vulnerable populations in landscapes transformed 
by human actions (Brooks 2003). The persistence of spatially-structured populations is 
also affected by the spread of diseases and invasive species, which in turn are 
influenced by the arrangement of habitat patches and landscape connectivity (Urban et 





Network analysis has become a useful tool in the study of spatially-structured 
populations. In landscape ecological applications, a network or graph corresponds to a 
landscape in which the nodes represent habitat patches and the links indicate 
connections between them via dispersal. In much the same way that metrics based on 
island biogeography theory were used in the past (e.g., patch area, nearest patch 
distance: Kupfer 1995), new measures based on network theory are being developed 
and implemented to describe aspects of landscape pattern (e.g., Rayfield et al. 2011; 
Foltête et al. 2012) and gauge the potential impacts of habitat loss on biodiversity 
(Kupfer 2012). Interest has especially centered on the characteristics of individual 
elements, for example, nodes and links and their role in network pattern (e.g., measures 
of node centrality), or how overall network properties change with node or link removal 
(Saura and Rubio 2010; Reunanen et al. 2012; Ziolkowska et al. 2012). Less research has 
been conducted at the level of components, groups of interconnected nodes. In this 
paper, we focus on compartments, a variation of components’.  
The fundamental difference between compartments and components involves 
the level of interaction among nodes (habitat patches, in this case) and node groups. 
Components, by definition, consist of linked nodes that are isolated from nodes in other 
components, that is, no paths exist between nodes of different components. 
Functionally, this means that an organism in a given patch could move to other patches 
in the same component, but would be unable to reach patches in other components 
(Bodin and Norberg 2007). While based on a similar premise as components, 





are more prevalent among the member nodes than between nodes across groups, but 
the latter still occur. Bodin and Norberg (2007) argued that the use of analyses focused 
on compartments is preferable and more realistic to those using components because it 
better captures the varying degrees of connectivity that exist in most landscapes rather 
than imposing the strict limitation that node groups are isolated from one another. 
Compartments were first introduced to network analyses in the study of food web 
structure (Pimm 1979) but have been used in other fields, including landscape ecology 
(e.g., Bellisario et al. 2010). The contribution of compartments to metapopulation 
persistence, for example, has been recognized (e.g., Minor and Urban 2008; Urban et al. 
2009). 
One of the challenges to a more widespread focus on habitat compartments 
involves the detection of functional compartments in complex graphs, though several 
approaches and methodologies have been developed by scholars from multiple 
disciplines (Fortunato 2010). One of the most influential methods for delineating 
compartments is that developed by Girvan and Newman (2002), which has been applied 
to the study of a wide range of networks (e.g., marine food webs: Rezende et al. 2009, 
metabolic networks: Ono et al. 2005, protein interaction networks: Dunn et al. 2005). 
Their approach has also been used to decompose fragmented landscapes into 
compartments (Bodin and Norberg 2007) and is considered a viable means of 
characterizing habitat network structure and connectivity (Economo and Keitt 2010; 





In this study, we explore the use of a novel regionalization method, GraphRECAP 
(Graph-based REgionalization with Clustering and Partitioning: Guo 2009), to detect 
functionally-connected compartments in a landscape graph. This method decomposes 
the landscape graph by optimizing a measure of connection strength among 
compartments (modularity), but does so using a different, and potentially more 
straightforward, approach than that employed in other studies. We mapped 
compartments using habitat and dispersal data for ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) in an 
agricultural landscape in southern Madagascar using both GraphRECAP and the Girvan 
and Newman method, and then compared the output of the methods using measures of 
network connectivity and traversability. 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Compartmentalization Methods 
Compartmentalization methods uncover groups of nodes in a network or graph 
such that the within-group connections are greater than between-group connections. 
The Girvan and Newman method (Girvan and Newman 2002) (hereafter GN) is 
intuitively a "bridge" cutting process (Figure 2.1). To find the bridges in a graph, Girvan 
and Newman (2002) extended the concept of vertex betweenness (Freeman 1977) to 
edge betweenness, defined as the number of shortest paths between pairs of vertices 
that run along it. In a graph that consists of compartments connected by a few inter-
compartment edges (i.e., bridges), all shortest paths between different compartments 
must go along one of these inter-compartment edges. Thus, these bridges are 





removing edges that have high edge betweenness. The pseudo-code for this process is 
simple and follows four basic steps, as outlined in Girvan and Newman (2002: p7823): 
"1. Calculate the betweenness for all edges in the network; 
2. Remove the edge with the highest betweenness; 
3. Recalculate betweennesses for all edges affected by the removal; 
4. Repeat from step 2 until no edges remain." 
The algorithm is available in the UCINET software (version 6.453) (Borgatti et al. 2002).  
In this study, we use the GraphRECAP (Graph-based REgionalization with 
Clustering and Partitioning) method (Guo 2009) as a means for delineating habitat 
compartments. In line with the definition of compartments as having more within- 
compartment connections and fewer across-compartment connections, the objective of 
GraphRECAP is to maximize modularity, a measure of the strength of connections within 
compartments proposed by Newman and Girvan (2004), while decomposing the graph 
to compartments. The modularity of a compartment (i.e., within-compartment 
modularity) is calculated as the sum of modularity between all pairs of the nodes within 
the compartment. Specifically, let a and b be two nodes in a graph; the modularity 
between the two nodes of a and b is defined as (Equation 2.1): 
Modularity (a, b) = Actual Connections (a, b) – Expected Connections (a, b) (2.1) 
The expected connection between a and b is calculated using the total connections 
associated with the two nodes (edges associated with a and b in the network) and the 





total connections incident on a and b, respectively, and let C be the total connections in 
the graph. The expected connection between a and b is calculated with Equation 2.2: 
Expected Connections (a, b) = (Ca * Cb) / C  (2.2) 
For example, the within-compartment modularity of a compartment A is the sum of 
modularity between each pair of nodes a1, a2, ..., an within A (Equation 2.3): 




        (2.3) 
Similarly, we define the total modularity of a graph that is partitioned into a set of k 
compartments A1, A2, …, Ak as the sum of within-compartment modularity of each 
compartment (Equation 2.4). 
Modularity (A1, A2, …, Ak) =  ∑        –                           
 
   (2.4) 
GraphRECAP first partitions a graph into two sub-graphs (compartments) such 
that the total modularity is maximized. Among the produced subgraphs, GraphRECAP 
chooses the best subgraph (which increases the total modularity the most if cut) and 
partitions it into two new subgraphs. This process is repeated to generate a specified 
number of compartments. 
GraphRECAP begins by using a standard hierarchical clustering method (e.g., 
average linkage, complete linkage, or the Ward clustering method) to iteratively merge 
nodes that have highest modularity from the bottom up (Figure 2.2a). This step yields a 
dendrogram representing the nested grouping of nodes. It then iteratively examines all 
the edges of the tree or dendrogram built in the first step and cuts the one that 
maximizes the total within-compartment modularity when the tree is cut at that edge 





is used to further improve the partition. Tabu is a classic heuristic procedure for solving 
optimization problems. In this study, it checks the nodes that are immediate between 
the two partitioned compartments and switches them from one compartment to 
another in the hope of increasing the total within-compartment modularity. To improve 
the efficiency of searching, it uses memory structures that store the visited solutions 
and prevent them from being re-visited in a short time period. In other words, “Tabu” is 
a list of the recently visited solutions that are forbidden to be re-used in a short time 
period (Glover, 1990). By employing Tabu optimization, GraphRECAP attempts to avoid 
the trap of local optima and overcome a potential disadvantage of agglomerative 
algorithms. 
2.2.2 Study Data 
The two compartmentalization methods were applied to data on habitat and 
dispersal for ring-tailed lemurs (Lemur catta) in southern Madagascar that were utilized 
in a previous study (Bodin and Norberg 2007). The study area, target species, and initial 
data processing are briefly introduced here, but readers are referred to Bodin et al. 
(2006) and Bodin and Norberg (2007) for further details. 
The study area is an agricultural landscape mosaic containing hundreds of small 
and dense dry-forest patches. Though the forest patches only occupy 3.5% of the study 
area, they provide habitat for several species of conservation interest, including L. catta, 
which feeds on fruits of more than 30 species of plants. Due to the low diversity of 
frugivores in the study area, especially compared to other tropical areas, L. catta is a key 





example, tamarind (Tamarindus indica: Mertl-Millhollen et al. 2011). The investigation 
of the movement of L. catta among forest patches thus provides valuable information 
for use in conservation efforts of not only L.catta, but also plant species dependent on it 
for seed dispersal services.  
A supervised maximum likelihood classification was adopted to identify forest 
patches from Landsat 7 ETM+ satellite imagery obtained on 28 May 2000. Forest 
patches with areas > 1 ha were recognized as potential habitat for L. catta, and the 
capability for interpatch movement was assessed using a negative exponential dispersal 
kernel. The vagility of L. catta was estimated as the distance corresponding to a 
movement rate of only 5% of a normalized maximum, which was set at 1000 m, because 
previous studies have indicated that individuals can move this distance to forage per day. 
We assume that seeds can be dispersed between two patches by L. catta only when the 
estimated dispersal flux rate was higher than that estimated by the vagility. 
Based on these assumptions, a graph was constructed with 259 nodes 
representing the forest patches and 1236 links connecting them between which L. catta 
can move and potentially disperse seeds. Because the full landscape graph contained a 
number of smaller disconnected components, GN and GraphRECAP were applied to just 
the largest component (Figure 2.3), which contained 183 nodes and 1058 connections. 
Landscape visualization was performed using Pajek (De Nooy et al. 2012).  
2.2.3 Evaluation 
Following Bodin and Norberg (2007), we partitioned the landscape graph using 





within-compartment modularity. The performance of the methods was evaluated by 
three indices. The first index was sum of within-compartment modularity of the ten 
compartments as proposed by Newman and Girvan (2004), which has been described in 
the Methods section. Modularity has been used as an index to evaluate the 
performance of compartmentalization methods, with higher values indicating denser 
connections between the nodes within compartments and sparser connections between 
nodes in different compartments (Newman 2006).  
The second index that we adopt is the standardized Harary index, which 
measures how easy individual organisms can move within compartments and is 
intuitively and mathematically linked to landscape connectivity (Ricotta et al. 2000). In 
this case, a graph (G) that is composed of a set of m nodes N(G) and n links L(G) is 
represented by G(m, n). D (G) is defined as the distance matrix of G, where dij is the 
minimum number of links connecting nodes i and j (i.e., the shortest path between node 
i and j). R(G) is the reciprocal distance matrix whose elements rij are substituted by the 
reciprocal of dij in D(G). The Harary index (H) is the sum of the off-diagonal values in the 
upper triangular submatrix of R(G) (Ricotta et al. 2000). A higher rij indicates a lower 
number of links connecting nodes i and j. Ecologically, this suggests that organisms can 
move more easily from habitat patch i to j, because the two patches are more 
functionally connected. A higher H thus suggests a greater ease of traversability in a 
landscape graph.  
The Standardized Harary index ( ̅) in Equation 2.5 is used to make H comparable 





 ̅                                 (2.5) 
where       and          are the Harary Index values of the chain and complete 
graphs. A chain graph is the least connected graph where no links could be removed 
without disconnecting the graph, while a complete graph is the most connected graph 
where no more links could be inserted into the graph.        and          are 
calculated as: 
H chain= (m-1)/1+(m-2)/2+(m-3)/3+…+1/(m -1) (2.6) 
H complete= m*(m-1)/2 (2.7) 
where m is the number of nodes. The possible value of H ranges from        to 
         .  ̅ is the difference between the actual H and the minimum possible H (i.e., 
      ) standardized by the possible range of H (i.e., the difference between          
and      ). Therefore,  ̅is bounded within [0, 1]. The exception is that  ̅ is not 
applicable when m is 2 because there is only one configuration for a graph having two 
nodes. Here, we calculated ̅for each compartment and the average ̅ of all the 
compartments, which was used to evaluate overall traversability in the partitioned 
graph. Higher values of ̅ suggest that a given definition of compartments better 
facilitates organism movement. 
Finally, the Alpha Index (also known as Meshedness or Network Circuitry) is the 
ratio of the actual number of loops and the number of loops in the corresponding 
maximal planar network. Loops provide alternative routes for organisms to avoid 
disturbance and predation (Forman 1995; Rayfield et al. 2011). A higher Alpha Index 





impact of disturbance and predation. Following Forman (1995), the Alpha Index is 
calculated as: 
  
                  
                                   
 
     
    
      (2.8) 
where m is the number of nodes and n is the number of links. The average Alpha Index 
of all the compartments was used to assess the overall robustness to disturbance and 
predation of compartments. 
2.3 Results 
Results of the two compartmentalization methods differed for 8 of the 10 
compartments, with only Compartments 6 and 10 sharing the same set of patches in 
both classifications (Figure 2.4). The major differences between compartments 
identified by the two methods were in the central and western parts of the landscape 
graph. For example, Compartment 1 as defined by GN (Figure 2.4a) was partitioned into 
two compartments by GraphRECAP (Compartments 1 and 9: Figure 2.4b). Conversely, 
the nodes assigned to Compartments 2 and 7 by GN were all assigned to one 
compartment (Compartment 2) by GraphRECAP. Other discrepancies between the 
methods were marked by subtle differences in the locations of compartment 
boundaries.  
In addition to differences in compartment membership, the sizes of 
compartments (i.e., the number of nodes in each compartment) partitioned by 
GraphRECAP were more consistent than those of compartments partitioned by GN. The 
smallest and largest compartments partitioned by GN contained 5 and 38 forest patches, 





12-34 patches (Table 2.1). Such differences are important not only from the standpoint 
of the amount of available habitat linked in each compartment, but also in 
compartment connectivity. For example, the assignment of nodes to Compartments 4 
and 5 by GN resulted in two disproportionately-sized compartments, including a chain 
graph (Compartment 4) with the lowest possible values for both the Standardized 
Harary and Alpha Indices (Table 2.1), while the same nodes as partitioned by 
GraphRECAP resulted in more comparably-sized compartments (Compartments 3 and 8) 
with much greater average traversability and connectivity. 
In terms of the overall structural measures of network and compartment 
characteristics, the modularity of the graph partitioned by GraphRECAP (0.813) was 
marginally higher than that partitioned by GN (0.804), indicating that nodes within 
compartments formed by GraphRECAP were more functionally-connected than those 
within compartments detected by GN. The mean values of  ̅ and the Alpha Index (Table 
2.1) for compartments partitioned by GraphRECAP were likewise higher, suggesting a 
greater degree of traversability and network circuitry within compartments than for 
compartments partitioned by GN. 
2.4 Discussion 
Graph- and network-based analyses of landscape connectivity have been 
advocated as valuable approaches for assessing and managing biodiversity in the face of 
habitat loss and fragmentation (Laita et al. 2010; Rubio and Saura 2012; Theobald et al. 
2012). Previous research on habitat networks has tended to focus on either: 1) node-





characteristics (e.g., the greatest area or lowest isolation), or 2) network-level 
properties, for example, monitoring the number, arrangement, or connectivity of 
habitat patches in a landscape or identifying how network properties change with the 
loss of individual nodes or links. A focus on approaches at intermediate levels 
(components, compartments) that blend aspects of node- and network-level analyses 
can provide a useful perspective for habitat conservation and management  by stressing 
the ‘local’ connections among nodes while still considering broader-scale, network-level 
linkages.  
A landscape graph can be decomposed into compartments in numerous ways, 
but enumerating all the ways and choosing the best approach can be computationally 
expensive or infeasible (Fortunato 2010). The goal of this study was to partition an 
agricultural landscape with scattered dry-forest patches in southern Madagascar into 
habitat compartments using a graph regionalization technique, GraphRECAP, and 
contrast the resulting compartment properties with those identified by the more 
commonly used Girvan and Newman method. Ultimately, we believe that the 
identification of compartments and the key linkages that tie individual compartments to 
one another could contribute to management efforts that facilitate the persistence of 
structured populations; it is thus important that any noted differences in the results of 
different methods have potential ecological meaning.  
Our results suggest that compartments generated by GraphRECAP have a 
number of characteristics that would be desirable from the standpoint of maximizing 





GraphRECAP partitioning, indicating that the landscape graph had a higher degree of 
compartmentalization than that partitioned by GN. GraphRECAP grouped the habitat 
patches in such a way that the patches had more interactions with other patches in the 
same compartments (i.e., denser connections within compartments), which would 
enhance the potential movements of and seed dispersal by ring-tailed lemurs while 
fostering greater resistance of compartments to disturbance. The strong connection 
among the neighboring habitat patches in a compartment is essential to the persistence 
of spatially-structured populations at the local scale because movement is more likely to 
take place in proximal habitat patches than those distributed farther away in other parts 
of the entire landscape graph. Although a high degree of compartmentalization may 
impede movement from the perspective of the entire landscape graph (Minor and 
Urban, 2007), local populations may benefit from higher within-compartment 
connectivity, especially when compartments contain enough habitat patches to support 
survival and reproduction. Our method stresses this definition of compartments. 
Meanwhile, a high degree of compartmentalization may reduce the potential effects of 
disturbance and disease (Minor and Urban, 2007).  
Compartments created by GraphRECAP were also more consistent in size. With 
the GN partition, Compartment 4 contained only 5 patches, and two other 
compartments contained as few patches as the smallest compartment defined by 
GraphRECAP (Table 2.1; Figure 2.4). Though habitat patch quality and local population 
size were not considered, expectations from metapopulation theory would suggest that 





vulnerable to local extinctions due to lower effective population sizes and have a lower 
chance of being rescued by outside immigration (Hanski 1997). In contrast, the smallest 
compartment detected by GraphRECAP contained 12 habitat patches, which could both 
enhance the resistance of the compartment to habitat loss and facilitate patch 
recolonization of local losses from within-compartment sources.  
Our results also suggest that compartments partitioned by GraphRECAP were 
better linked and more traversable. While there was compartment-to-compartment 
variability, the mean overall values for the standardized Harary Index ( ̅), which is 
especially sensitive to changes in connectivity as metapopulations approach the minimal 
viable population size (MVP) (Jordán et al. 2003), and the Alpha Index, which is a 
measure of the degree of circuit presence and thus the number of options for organisms 
to traverse among habitat patches, were both higher for the GraphRECAP partitions 
(Table 2.1). The results were most extreme for Compartment 4 detected by GN, which 
was a chain graph with ̅=0 and no alternative movement routes for organisms in the 
event of disturbance. 
The more favorable results for the GraphRECAP compartments stem directly 
from its method of deriving partitions. Although GN has been widely used, it has been 
criticized for producing unbalanced partitions under certain circumstances (Chen and 
Yuan, 2006). As it turned out in this study, Compartment 4 found by Girvan and 
Newman's method (Figure 2.4a) contained a small number of habitat patches. As 
discussed above, such a compartment is more vulnerable to local extinctions. 





tends to find compartments that have relatively even size in terms of number of links in 
the compartments (Fortunato 2010 and literature therein). It is thus somewhat less 
prone to unbalanced partitioning, which contributes to the greater connectivity and 
traversability within compartments found by GraphRECAP. Conversely, an advantage of 
GN in other ecological applications is its ability to identify links with high edge centrality, 
that is, those edges that are most central and thus most “between” compartments. 
Some of these edges (e.g. the edge that connects Compartment 5 and Compartment 7 
in Figure 2.4a) are critical to the connectivity of the entire network. On the other hand, 
controlling the transmission of disease through these edges is an efficient way to 
prevent the spread of disease in the entire network.    
Examples of studies targeted at intermediate network levels have become 
increasingly common and play an important role in studies of habitat networks (O'Brien 
et al. 2006; Vergara et al. 2013). Most often, researchers have focused on components, 
groups of linked habitat patches (nodes) that are isolated from patches in other 
components (e.g., Devi et al. 2013). Because habitat patches in one component are not 
linked to those in others, each component: 1) functions as a single sub-population, with 
individuals linked by dispersal within the component, but 2) exhibits population 
dynamics that are relatively independent from those in other components (Bodin and 
Norberg 2007; Vergara et al. 2013). By varying the threshold used to define interpatch 
linkages, it is possible to better understand component linkages and scale-dependent 
network properties (e.g., O’Brien et al. 2006). For example, McIntyre and Strauss (2013) 





window sizes and dispersal distances in their study of the habitat patch network of playa 
wetlands in the panhandle of Texas. Their approach revealed spatial patterns at the 
component level that could not be found either at the node- or network level and 
provided a useful means for examining habitat connectivity. 
We chose to focus on compartments, rather than components, because we 
believe compartments better capture the varying degrees of connectivity that exist in 
most landscapes. Specifically, compartments recognize that all nodes in a landscape 
may be linked by dispersal, but that interactions (e.g., dispersal linkages) are more 
prevalent among certain patches than others. The process of partitioning a landscape 
graph into compartments is thus meant to identify clusters of habitat patches that are 
most closely linked, rather than identify which patches are or are not linked at a given 
threshold. In this respect, a compartment-based approach is compatible with principles 
implicit in island biogeography theory and metapopulation theory, which stress a certain 
degree of interactions among the patches and sub-populations in a given network or 
system. It is also consistent with recommendations for not only protecting ‘anchor areas’ 
of key remnant forests but also restoring smaller fragments in their neighborhood that 
could serve as stepping stones promoting connectivity (e.g., Holvorcem et al. 2011). In 
short, examining habitat connectivity from the component perspective answers the 
question “Are groups of habitat patches are connected?” while investigating habitat 
connectivity from the compartment perspective addresses the question “Which areas of 





In this study, we recognized forest patches with areas > 1 ha as potential habitat 
patches and chose a dispersal threshold of 1000m to construct the habitat patch 
network based on previous studies of lemur vagility and the approach used by Bodin 
and Norberg (2007). However, Bodin et al. (2006) varied the thresholds determining 
habitat patches and dispersal linkages  and analyzed  changes in the values of several 
component metrics (e.g. the largest component, the area of habitat patches covered in 
the component) to investigate the habitat connectivity of species other than lemurs. 
Compartment detection methods can, in fact, be applied to habitat patch networks 
configured using any values of the minimum areas of habitat patches or dispersal 
thresholds to explore the continuous varying degrees of connectivity and capture the 
spatial patterns in between the node- and network-levels. A compartment-based 
approach thus provides a means of identifying groups of patches within which dispersal 
is most prevalent given specified assumptions about habitat arrangement and organism 
dispersal. 
2.5 Conclusion 
 In this study, we used a novel regionalization method, Graph-based 
REgionalization with Clustering And Partitioning (GraphRECAP), to decompose a 
landscape graph to compartments. Compared to the compartments which were also 
detected by the more widely used Girvan and Newman method from the same 
landscape graph, the compartments found by our method had stronger within-
compartment connections, greater traversability, more alternative routes,  and a larger 





traits for ecological networks. Our method thus offers an improved means for 
characterizing the spatial structure of populations in terms of improving habitat 





Table 2.1 Compartment properties of the Madagascar landscape graph as partitioned by 







GN GraphRECAP GN GraphRECAP GN GraphRECAP 
1 38 13 0.356 0.431 0.359 0.306 
2 10 25 0.213 0.472 0.217 0.380 
3 12 12 0.734 0.703 0.400 0.398 
4 5 12 0.000 0.203 0.000 0.226 
5 27 20 0.422 0.543 0.372 0.386 
6 15 15 0.601 0.601 0.390 0.390 
7 24 34 0.276 0.220 0.280 0.256 
8 26 23 0.263 0.324 0.326 0.341 
9 13 16 0.151 0.115 0.120 0.097 
10 13 13 0.537 0.537 0.362 0.362 










Figure 2.1 An illustration of the Girvan and Newman method. This method defines 
compartments by iteratively removing edges with high edge betweenness. In this case, 
edges A and B in the full landscape graph (a) are removed to obtain the compartments 









Figure 2.2 An illustration of the GraphRECAP (Graph-based REgionalization with 
Clustering And Partitioning) method, which includes three steps: a) clustering nodes 
based on the modularity between pairs of nodes, b) partitioning the dendrogram, and c) 
optimizing within-compartment modularity after each partitioning. Numbers in circles 
































Figure 2.3 Network representation of ring-tailed lemur habitat patches in the study 
landscape. Only patches in the largest component, represented by black dots, were 








Figure 2.4 Decomposition of the largest component into ten compartments using a) the 







Chapter 3 Detection of Regions in Spatial Graphs: a New Approach to 
Animal Trajectory Analysis2 
Abstract  
The increasing availability of telemetry data with high spatial and temporal 
resolution promises to greatly advance scientific understandings of how spatial and 
temporal factors impact the movements of individual organisms and thereby affect 
species persistence in heterogeneous landscapes. The amount of data provided by such 
methods, however, can be challenging to analyze and interpret. In this study, we used a 
trajectory analysis approach based on Hierarchical Region Discovery (HRD) to investigate 
the movement of cattle (Bos taurus), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), and elk (Cervus 
elaphus) tracked by an Automated Telemetry at  Starkey National Forest, in 
northeastern Oregon, USA in June 1995. Trajectories of the animals were partitioned 
into regions such that organisms had more movement within than across regions. 
Attributes of the trajectories were extracted based on the regions and were further 
used to cluster and classify these trajectories. Specifically, we evaluated two criteria that 
govern the process of finding regions (modularity and edge ratio) by comparing the 
quality of clusters and the accuracy and simplicity of classification using the attributes 
derived from different regions found by the two methods. While modularity has been 
                                                      





widely used, we found that regions found by edge ratio more effectively captured the 
characteristics of the animal movement. We also discuss the differences in the designs 
of modularity and edge ratio and explore the reasons why regions defined by the edge 
ratio were more suitable for this particular ecological application. While it should not be 
viewed as a replacement for other methods of animal trajectory analysis, Edge ratio-
based Hierarchical Region Discovery provides an alternative approach to capturing the 
characteristics of different species movement and to exploring hidden patterns.   
3.1 Introduction 
 Animal movement is a fundamental process that determines the fate of 
individual organisms, the structure and dynamics of populations, and the nature of 
species interactions and community assembly (Nathan et al. 2008; Miller 2012). Detailed 
observation of the movement of individual animals coupled with the development and 
application of movement models serve as the basis for understanding spatial population 
processes and provide insights into spatial dynamics at higher levels of ecological and 
spatial organization such as patches, communities, and metapopulations (Bennett and 
Tang 2006; Schick et al. 2008; Eros et al. 2012; Rathore et al. 2012; Holdo and Roach 
2013). Such knowledge is crucial to addressing some of the most pressing questions in 
conservation biology and biogeography today, for example, the potential impacts of 
habitat loss and climate change on species survival and persistence (Schick et al.).   
 Among the various mathematical models developed to analyze and understand 
animal movement paths, Correlated Random Walk (CRW) models have provided 





(Codling et al. 2008; Miller 2012). CRW models predict individual movements by 
randomly selecting movement lengths and turn angles from empirical distributions that 
consider factors influencing the movement, such as the animal response to different 
habitats (Bailey and Thompson 2006). Better approximations of movement can be 
achieved by incorporating animal behavior into the movement models (Morales and 
Ellner 2002; Morales et al. 2004; Jonsen et al. 2005; Schick et al. 2008). For example, 
more complex movement can be modeled by letting behavioral modes govern the 
parameters in CRW models (Jonsen et al. 2005). By linking models that focus on fine-
scale individual movement processes to broader-scale population processes, it becomes 
possible to integrate behavior, biogeography and population dynamics into mechanistic 
models that connect decision-making at the individual level with movement, and, 
ultimately with distribution and population structure (Patterson et al. 2008: 93). 
 Complimenting model-based approaches to quantifying and understanding 
organism movements, advances in wildlife telemetry over the last two decades have 
greatly increased the amount and quality of available data on animals’ use of space 
(Aarts et al. 2008). A range of toolkits and algorithms have been developed specifically 
to quantify the spatial patterns of animal movement (e.g. Calenge et al. 2009; Tang et al. 
2011), and methods developed to analyze the movement of a wider range of objects 
(e.g., vehicles) in fields such as computer science, GIS and geovisualization also provide 
valuable insights into animal movement patterns and processes.  For example, Lee et al. 
(2008) used a region- and trajectory-based method to capture and differentiate the 





large mammals.  The means for incorporating temporal dynamics more effectively into 
static spatial data, one of the main tasks of temporal GIS and a fertile ground for further 
research in animal telemetry research, remains at the forefront of GIS research (Long 
and Nelson 2013).  
 While technological advances have made it relatively easy to quantify the basic 
geometric or quantitative properties of individual animal movements from radio-
telemetry data in the form of movement metrics (e.g., speed, heading, turning angles 
between subsequent locations and rates of movement between regions: Patterson et al. 
2008), the amount of information generated by tracking numerous individuals poses 
greater challenges to the quantification and interpretation of collective movement data. 
The most common way of integrating spatial and temporal information is to project 
individual movements in a three dimensional space-time cube where two axes 
represent geographic space and the third axis stands for time (Andrienko and Andrienko 
2006). Interpretability can be further enhanced by color-coding trajectories according to 
their properties (e.g. the object types) or by using filter, query, and animation functions 
to identify, retrieve or map trajectories with specified attributes (e.g. Kwan 2000). 
However, the efficiency of such approaches declines with increasing spans of movement 
time or an increasing number of trajectories due to clutter and occlusion (Andrienko and 
Andrienko 2013).  
 Aggregation methods have been proposed as a means for reducing the 
complexity inherent in large data sets, improving the efficiency of trajectory 





for aggregation that can be adapted for use in analyzing and comparing animal 
movement trajectories. In much the same way that non-spatial objects can be clustered 
on the basis of similarity measures, indices describing the path similarity of trajectories 
can be represented by measures such as the Hausdoff distance (Huttenlocher et al. 
1993), the longest common subsequence (LCSS) (e.g. Cheriyadat and Radke 2008) and 
dynamic time wrapping (DTW) (e.g. Usabiaga et al. 2007). While popular, these 
measurements have documented weaknesses as well: the Hausdoff distance cannot 
consider chronological order of the points (Zhang 2006),  the LCSS is sensitive to the 
threshold selected to determine whether two elements match, and the  DTW is not 
robust to noise (Chen 2005). 
 Alternatively, telemetry locations can first be grouped into subsets such as 
spatial clusters (e.g. Andrienko and Andrienko (2011)) or regions (e.g. Guo et al. (2012)). 
By aggregating movements (i.e., flows) between locations, users are able to obtain an 
overall view of the spatial and temporal distribution of multiple movements and to 
uncover potential patterns (Andrienko and Andrienko 2013). For instance, Fosca 
Giannotti (2007) decomposed vehicle trajectories into the regions of interest visited 
during movements. Trajectories were then described as regions, and the time used to 
travel from region to region was analyzed from the view of the spatial - temporal 
sequence. The regions of interest in their study were detected based on a priori 
knowledge or, when no such knowledge was available, point density. This kind of 
approach, which is less influenced by the geometry of movement paths, can detect 





movements because organisms, unlike vehicles, usually exhibit free movement. Verhein 
and Chawla (2008) established multiple spatiotemporal association rules to detect 
stationary and high traffic regions and described how mobile objects move between 
regions over time.  When they applied their method to the movement of caribou in 
northern Canada, group and individual movements were distinguished by different 
regions where the movement occurred.   
 In this study, we first use a trajectory analysis approach based on Hierarchical 
Region Discovery (HRD), which detects regions of interest, and then investigate the 
movement patterns at the level of regions. The delineation of regions, however, is 
dictated by the criterion used to cluster movement trajectories. Here we introduce the 
use of edge ratio as a means for detecting regions, rather than modularity (Newman 
and Girvan 2004), as used in Guo et al. (in prep). To make a comparison, we analyze the 
same data set examined by Guo et al. (in prep) which includes the movements of cattle 
(Bos taurus), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), and elk (Cervus elaphus) in Starkey 
National Forest, in northeastern Oregon, USA. We explore the suitability of edge ratio in 
this particular ecological application for the designs of the two criteria.   
3.2 Study Area 
 The study area is the Starkey Experimental Forest and Range, which is located in 
northeastern Oregon. The data set, which is described in more detail by (Rowland et al. 
1998),  contains 14,990 x-y coordinates for 34 cattle, 30 mule deer, and 38 elk tracked 
by an Automated Telemetry System based on LORAN-C navigation technology in June 





m. Cattle movement was restricted by barbed-wire fences (Coe et al. 2001). This 
research builds on that from two previous studies (Lee et al. 2008; Guo et al. in prep), 
which analyzed the same dataset but using different types of trajectory analysis. 
3.3 Methods 
 The method that we apply in this study is Hierarchical Region Discovery-based 
trajectory analysis (hereafter HRD), which is designed to detect regions from a huge 
number of telemetry locations based on the criterion that organisms exhibit greater 
movement within regions and less movement across regions. HRD has three steps (Guo 
et al. in prep). First, it groups points from all trajectories into small spatial clusters. 
Second, it constructs a weighted graph where nodes represent the spatial clusters and 
edges are the connections among spatial clusters based on trajectories that pass 
through the clusters. Third, it uses a contiguity-constrained graph partitioning method 
to discover regions. Additional information on HRD can be found in (Guo et al. 2012) and 
(Guo et al. in prep). The rest of the Methods section is divided into three parts which 
describe HRD, the difference between modularity and edge ratio, and how to evaluate 
the performance of modularity-based vs. edge ratio-based analyses. 
3.3.1 Hierarchical Region Discovery: Building the Network of Spatial Clusters 
 Radio telemetry data take the form of time-indexed spatial locations of 
individual animals. Animal movement can be represented by a set of trajectories T =  {Ti} 
(1<i<n) of n individuals, wherein each Ti comprises m points Pij = {<sij , tij (1<j<m) and sij 
and tij represent the spatial coordinates and time of an individual telemetry location. 





clustering method that groups points into spatial clusters. The similarity of any pair of 
points (A and B) in this study is based on their Shared Nearest Neighbors (SNN). 
Specifically, let NN (A, k) and NN (B, k) be the k Nearest Neighbors (NN) of A and B in 
space, respectively, while SNN is the number of points shared by both NN (A, k) and NN 
(B, k). The similarity of A and B in k nearest neighbors is the ratio between the 
intersection of NN (A, k) and NN (B, k) (i.e., SNN (A, B, k)) and the union of NN (A, k) and 
NN (B, k):  
Similarity (A, B) = (NN (A, k)  NN (B, k)) / (NN (A, k)   NN (B, k)) (3.1) 
 Before clustering, a Delaunay triangulation (DT) is built for all points (Guo et al. 
2003). A DT for a set P of points in the Euclidean plane is a triangulation DT (P) such that 
no point in P is inside the circumcircle of any triangle in DT (P) (Tsai 1993). The 
construction of a DT efficiently reduces the time complexity of finding the k nearest 
neighbor points of each point and grouping points into spatial clusters. To find the k 
nearest neighbors of each point, the algorithm first searches through the points that are 
directly connected to the focusing point by the edges in the DT (i.e., points connected to 
the focusing point in the first order). If the number of points that are found is less than k, 
then the algorithm examines second or higher order connections (points that are 
connected via their connections to the focusing point) until the nearest k points are 
found.  
 The clustering process is a bottom-up procedure in which single linkage 
clustering is applied only to pairs of points connected by edges in the triangulation. This 





edges is linearly proportional to the number of points. Beginning with each point as a 
single cluster, clusters are merged according to their descending order of similarity. The 
clustering process continues until the number of points contained in each cluster 
reaches a user-defined minimum number of points. The clustering procedure is thus 
governed by two parameters, the number of nearest neighbors (k) and the minimum 
size of clusters (q). When k is held constant and q varies, the structure of the 
dendrogram does not change. The increase or decrease of q yields clusters in higher or 
lower hierarchy. When q is held constant, changing k impacts the smoothing effect. A 
larger value of k produces a stronger smoothing effect because the similarity of two 
points is considered in a larger neighborhood. Sensitivity tests have indicated that 
patterns change slightly with different settings of k and q (Guo et al. 2012). The KNN 
based clustering has two merits (Guo et al. 2012): 1) unlike other methods, KNN is 
generally not biased towards producing clusters of a particular shape (e.g., k-means 
clusters are likely to be circles), and 2) it is adaptive to the uneven distribution of points 
over space and able to find more clusters in areas of high point density and fewer 
clusters where point density is low.  
 The next step involves building connections among the clusters. After clustering 
(Figure 3.1 a)), each Point (P) corresponds to or is represented by a Spatial Cluster (SC) 
to which it belongs. Two spatial clusters are connected when a trajectory passes 
through points assigned to them. The number of the connections between two SCs is 
determined by the frequency that trajectories pass through points assigned to them. 





information) in which nodes represent the spatial clusters and edges indicate the 
number of connections among them.  
 Figure 3.1 illustrates how the algorithm examines all pairs of points traversed by 
trajectories and counts the connections between spatial clusters that represent the 
pairs of points. The trajectory in brown passes through SC1, SC2, SC3, and SC4 (Figure 
3.1a). Therefore, connections are counted between pairs of SC1 and SC2, SC1 and SC3, SC1 
and SC4, SC2 and SC3, SC2 and SC4, and SC3 and SC4. In the same way, connections built 
from the trajectory in purple passing through SC1, SC2, SC4, SC5 and SC6 are pairs of SC1 
and SC2, SC1 and SC4, SC1 and SC5, SC1 and SC6, SC2 and SC4, SC2 and SC5, SC2 and SC6 , SC4 
and SC5, SC4 and SC6, and SC5 and SC6.  A weighted graph is built by enumerating 
connections through the two trajectories, with the thickness of edges indicating the 
number of connections (Figure 3.1b). In this example, SC1 and SC2 have two connections 
between them because both trajectories pass through SC1 and SC2. 
3.3.2 Hierarchical Region Discovery: Regionalization of Spatial Clusters 
Once the weighted graph is built from analyses of the trajectories, spatial 
clusters are aggregated to level of regions or ‘compartments’. Compartments are groups 
of nodes in networks or graphs with many edges joining nodes of the same group but 
comparatively few edges joining nodes of different groups (Fortunato 2010). 
Compartment detection serves as a means of reducing the complexity of networks and 
facilitating the search for patterns in an otherwise complex set of relationships (Bodin et 





While there are many approaches and methodologies for compartment 
detection, we adopt a technique developed specifically for graphs with spatial 
information, GraphRECAP (Graph-based REgionalization with Clustering and Partitioning: 
Guo 2009). In contrast to other methods, GraphRECAP ensures that the nodes (i.e., 
spatial clusters) in detected compartments are spatially contiguous. Therefore, we use 
the term regions for the detected groups of spatial clusters. GraphRECAP involves 
contiguity constrained hierarchical clustering and spatially contiguous tree partitioning. 
Different criteria can be used to govern the processes of clustering and partitioning, 
which may results in different regions. Modularity and edge ratio, the two criteria used 
in this study, are introduced below. 
Modularity and edge ratio quantify the connections among nodes within 
compartments (i.e., regions in this study) in different ways. Modularity measures "the 
fraction of the edges in the network that connect nodes of the same type (i.e., within-
compartment edges) minus the expected value of the same quantity in a network with 
the same compartment divisions but random connections between the nodes” 
(Newman and Girvan 2004: 7). Given a Graph (G) that is partitioned to two 
compartments (A and B) which contain n and m nodes respectively, the modularity of G 
is defined as: 
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The modularity between nodes i and j is defined as the difference between the actual 
connections and expected connections between i and j: 





The expected number of connections between node i and j is calculated using the total 
connections associated with the two nodes Ci and Cj (i.e., edges associated with i and j in 
the graph) and the total connections (C) in the graph (i.e., all the edges in the graph):  
Expected Connections (    ) = (Ci * Cj) / C (3.4) 
High modularity indicates that the connections among nodes within compartments are 
greater than those expected by random chance. 
 Edge ratio determines the strength of within-compartment connections by 
comparing them to connections between compartments. Specifically, it is the ratio of 
within-compartment connections to the between-compartment connections. For 
compartments A and B, edge ratio chooses the fewer connections within the two 
compartments as the within-compartment connections and compares them with the 
connections between A and B (Connections (A, B)): 
Edge ratio (A, B) = min (Connections (A), Connections (B)) / Connections (A, B)   (3.5) 
 The graph is partitioned by an iterative process that optimizes the selected 
criteria (i.e., modularity or edge ratio), which may result in different ways of partitioning 
a graph. The graph in figure 3.2a is decomposed to two compartments differently in 
figure 3.2b by maximizing modularity (Modularity = 10.92; Edge ratio= 5.5) and in figure 
3.2c by maximizing edge ratio (Modularity = 8.75; Edge ratio = 6). 
The clustering process in HRD is comparable to that with a standard hierarchical 
clustering method in that it involves iteratively merging nodes from the bottom up that 
have the highest similarity. The clustering process in HRD merges nodes that have the 





spatially contiguous. A dendrogram is constructed after clustering. The difference 
between Guo et al. (in prep) and our method lies in the criterion that governs the 
partitioning process that cuts the dendrogram into regions. The former uses modularity 
(hereafter, MHRD: Modularity-based Hierarchical Region Discovery), while the later 
adopts edge ratio (hereafter, EHRD: Edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region Discovery). In 
the partitioning process, MHRD examines all the edges of the dendrogram and cuts the 
one that maximizes the modularity when the tree is cut at that edge. In contrast, EHRD 
examines all the edges of the dendrogram and cuts the one that maximizes the edge 
ratio when the tree is cut at that edge. The partitioning process continues until the 
desired number of subtrees (i.e., regions) is reached. After each partition, a Tabu-based 
optimization method (Guo and Jin 2011) is used to further improve the partition by fine-
tuning the assignment of the nodes to the subtrees and avoid the trap of local optima.  
3.3.3 Evaluation of modularity-based vs. edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region Discovery 
Through the three steps of HRD described above, the study area was 
hierarchically partitioned to regions by EHRD and MHRD on the basis of animal 
movements. These regions (i.e., compartments) provided a means for exploring factors 
that may structure individual and collective animal movements based on the region(s) 
where animals stay and traverse. 
To compare the performance of EHRD and MHRD, we extracted the attributes of 
trajectories based on the regions detected by MHRD and EHRD. We then used these 
attributes to cluster the 102 trajectories and classify them as cattle, deer, or elk, 





that a good partitioning of regions should be able to capture the characteristics of 
species movement and thus serve as an effective predictor of animal movement. More 
specifically, a good partitioning of regions may be able to find regions that are 
dominated by one species, or regions where a species seldom traversed. When 
attributes extracted from these regions are used to cluster and classify the trajectories, 
we should be able to achieve a high quality of clusters and achieve a high accuracy of 
classification. The procedures used to conduct these test are the same as those used in 
Guo et al. (in prep), to allow for exact comparisons. 
Because both MHRD and EHRD produced hierarchical regions, we examined 
results for regionalizations of varying detail, ranging from two to ten regions. Thus, 
attributes associated with trajectories were extracted at each level of regions ranging 
from two to ten. However, MHRD and EHRD identified different regions due to different 
criteria of partitioning as described above, which resulted in different attributes of 
trajectories based on the detected regions. Therefore, the comparison focused on which 
method provides more informative attributes that improve the performance of 
clustering and classification.  
Following Guo et al. (in prep), we simply extracted the percentage of telemetry 
locations of each individual within each detected regions as the attributes associated 
with each trajectory. In this way, each trajectory had the same number of variables as 
the level of hierarchy. For example, at the two region level, each trajectory had two 
variables (i.e., the percentage of telemetry locations of the trajectory in each of the two 





trajectories were then used to calculate the distance between pairwise trajectories for 
cluster analysis and to serve as input for a decision tree analysis in See5 (Rulequest 
Research, 2011) to classify trajectories of individuals for different species.  
 The distance between two trajectories is a modified Euclidian distance. For a 
study area partitioned into n regions, let P(i,k) and P(j, k) be the percent of telemetry 
locations from trajectories i and j in kth region (1=<k=<n). The distance (d) between 
trajectories i and j is defined as:  
d = √∑ (             )
  
                     (3.6) 
where the left term under the radical sign is the Euclidian distance, and the right term is 
a weight that emphasizes the presence of two trajectories in one region while 
deemphasizing the regions where neither of them appear. For example, at the five 
region level, if a trajectory is only within the first region and another trajectory stays 
only in the second region, they are very different in terms of the presence in different 
regions. The modified Euclidian distance can capture this difference, while the 
traditional Euclidian distance cannot because they are so similar in the other three 
regions (i.e., both are absent). 
 We applied Average Linkage clustering (ALK) to cluster trajectories. EHRD and 
MHRD produced different regions and thus resulted in different distance matrices and 
clusters. We used the Silhouette index (Rousseeuw 1987) to evaluate the quality of 
clusters produced by EHRD and MHRD. In a comparative study of thirty cluster validity 
indices, Arbelaitz et al. (2013) examined performance of these indices using synthetic 





methods, various cluster densities and multiple levels of noise. This index has been 
recognized as the most suitable cluster validity index overall. The Silhouette index (S) is 





       
         
 
  (3.7) 
where n is the number of trajectories,    is the average distance between trajectory i 
and all other trajectories in its own cluster and bi is the minimum of the average 
dissimilarities between i and trajectories in other clusters.    measures the overall 
dissimilarity of trajectory i to other trajectories in the same cluster (i.e., the cohesion of 
the clusters, with smaller values meaning higher cohesion), and bi measures the average 
distance of trajectory i to trajectories in the cluster that is most similar or closest to it 
(i.e., the separation of the clusters, with larger values meaning better separation). When 
   is greater than bi, the Silhouette index for trajectory i is negative, suggesting that 
trajectory i is more similar to trajectories in other clusters. When bi is greater than   , it 
means that the average distance of trajectory i to trajectories in the ‘nearest’ cluster is 
larger than that of trajectory i to other trajectories in the same cluster. In this case, the 
Silhouette index measures the difference between the two distances, scaled to the 
former. Therefore, larger values suggest a higher quality.  
Since the regions created by MHRD and EHRD are hierarchical, we extracted 
attributes at levels of three to ten regions. Clustering was conducted at each level of 
regions using attributes extracted from the regions at that particular level. For example, 
trajectories were clustered using three variables (i.e., the percent of telemetry locations 





depends on the number of clusters. To avoid any bias in the comparison of the 
Silhouette index at a particular number of clusters or a particular level of regions (e.g. 
MHRD may achieve a higher Silhouette index for 5 clusters at the level of 3 regions, but 
EHRD may outperform for 4 clusters at the level of 6 regions), we calculated the 
Silhouette indices ranging from 2 to 20 clusters at levels of three to ten regions for a 
comprehensive comparison. 
 The classification of 102 trajectories into cattle, mule deer, and elk was 
conducted using the decision tree method as implemented in See5 (Rulequest Research, 
2011). Following Guo et al. (in prep), we used the percentage of telemetry locations of 
trajectories in each region from the level of two to ten regions as variables for a decision 
tree analysis.  
If EHRD and MHRD produced different regions resulting in different sets of 
variables, we posited that one useful measure of their quality would be which provides 
more informative variables. A decision tree that uses more informative variables should 
be able to achieve a better performance (i.e., accuracy and simplicity as described 
below). The performance of decision trees depends on training samples (Safavian and 
Landgrebe 1991). To avoid bias that may be caused by the selection of the training 
samples, we used K- fold cross-validation to test the performance of the decision tree. 
The entire dataset is divided into K roughly equal parts, L1, L2, ... Lk . The decision tree is 
then conducted K times, and each time the decision tree used the dataset with Li (1<i<K) 
excluded as the training dataset and Li as the validation dataset. K was set to ten in this 





The accuracy is measured by the average accuracy of ten-fold test. The simplicity is 
determined by the average number of leaves of ten-fold test (Osei-Bryson 2004).The 
method that achieves a higher accuracy with less number of leaves (i.e., higher 
simplicity) is considered as a better one. 
 In addition to comparing the performance of clustering and classification, we 
also explored the ecological implications or meanings associated with the regions 
delineated by MHRD and EHRD.  Previous studies have suggested that cattle, mule deer, 
and elk compete for food and space. For example, in a study of the spatial distribution 
and use of different habitats by elk and mule deer, Coe et al. (2001) found that the 
number of locations of elk in pasture and ponderosa pine / Douglas fir forests decreased 
with the presence of cattle. They also found that as the increasing use of ponderosa 
pine / Douglas fir by elk, the use of ponderosa pine / Douglas fir by mule deer decreased. 
To explore whether such patterns were reflected in the detected regions by MHRD and 
EMRD, we compared the point density of the three species in each region, hypothesizing 
that point density can suggest or confirm these inter-species relationship as observed in 
the previous studies. For example, a higher point density of elk in one region should 
result in lower point density of deer due to competition. 
3.4 Results 
 Using the settings employed by Guo et al. (in prep) (k = 50 and q = 30), we 
aggregated the 14,990 telemetry points into 203 spatial clusters (Figure 3.3). Partitions 
of these clusters into a small number of regions (2-3) by GraphRECAP were very similar 





(Figure 3.4e-f). At the four region level, MHRD resulted in a division of the region that 
contained most locations of cattle (Region 1 in Figure 3.4b) into two regions (Regions 1 
and 2 in Figure 3.4c; see also Figure 3.5a-b). In contrast, EHRD retained this cattle-
dominated area in the northern portion of the study area, instead splitting the eastern 
region dominated by deer and elk (Region 3 in Figure 3.4f) into two regions (Regions 3 
and 4 in Figure 3.4g; see also Figure 3.5d-e). Additional regions captured discernible 
gaps in trajectories. Increasing the number of regions from four to five, EHRD detected 
the tight boundary that enclosed most locations of cattle (region 1 in Figure 3.4h, see 
also Figure 3.6d). MHRD divided the large region in southwest into two regions (Figure 
3.4c-d), one of which (i.e., Region 4 in Figure 3.4b) had comparably less amount of mule 
deer movement.   
 The different regional boundaries (Figures 3.4-6) generated by MHRD and EHRD 
resulted in different attributes (i.e., the percent of telemetry locations of the 
trajectories in each region) associated with the trajectories, and thereby different 
clusters of trajectories.  In general, Silhouette index values decreased as the number of 
regions increased for both MHRD and EHRD (Figure 3.7). The Silhouette index for 
clusters produced by MHRD had the greatest decrease from the level of three regions to 
four regions, the level at which the cattle-dominated region was subdivided. The largest 
decrease of Silhouette index values for EHRD classifications occurred when the number 
of regions increased from five to six, which divided the region that contained most of 





detecting the region that was dominated by cattle and keeping it from being further 
divided into subregions is important to maintaining the quality of clusters.  
MHRD achieved the highest Silhouette index value for three clusters at the level 
of three regions (Figure 3.7). Three clusters created by MHRD at the level of three 
regions were similar to those generated by EHRD (Figure 3.8), probably because that the 
three regions detected by the two methods were similar (Figure 3.4b and 3.4f). However, 
a greater difference was observed for five clusters at the level of five regions (Figure 3.9). 
EHRD produced two almost pure clusters of mule deer trajectories (Figure 3.9h-i). The 
regions (Regions 2 and 4 in Figure 3.4h, see also Figure 3.6e) where most of the two 
clusters of trajectories occupied had the highest point density of mule deer (Table 3.1). 
Trajectories of cattle were in one cluster produced by EHRD (Figure 3.9j). However, they 
were separated into two clusters generated by MHRD (Figure 3.9d-e). 
 This different partition of regions by MHRD and EHRD also resulted in different 
point densities of cattle, mule deer and elk in each region. EHRD was better able to 
identify the most preferred regions of cattle, elk and mule deer suggested by the point 
density at the level of five regions (Table 3.1).  Region 1 (the most preferred region of 
cattle with the highest point density of 235.4 among five regions) had a higher point 
density of cattle than Region 1 or 2 detected by MHRD (Figure 3.6a and 3.6d). Region 5 
(the most preferred region of elk with the highest point density of 135.6 among five 
regions) had a higher point density than Region 3 detected by MHRD (point density: 
134.8) (Figure 3.6c and 3.6f). Region 2 (the most preferred region of mule deer with the 





Region 3 detected by MHRD (point density: 88.18) (Figure 3.6b and 3.6e). Region 2 is 
also regarded as the least preferred region of elk with lowest point density of 19.85 
which is lower than that of Region 2 (point density: 43.0) detected by MHRD (Figure 3.6c 
and 3.6f).  
Point density of elk and mule deer were negatively correlated at the level of four 
regions detected by both MHRD and EHRD, but the EHRD had a higher R square (Figure 
3.10a-b). The relationship became weak at the level of five regions found by MHRD, but 
remained strong in the five regions generated by EHRD (Figure 10c-d and Table 3.1).  
Attributes of trajectories extracted from regions detected by MHRD and EHRD 
also affected the performance of decision tree. In ten tests of the decision tree, the 
highest, average (mean), and lowest accuracy achieved by EHRD were all higher than 
those by MHRD (100.0%, 87.3%, and 70.0% respectively vs. 90.9%, 77.3%, and 40.0% 
respectively). Meanwhile, EHRD also had higher simplicity (i.e., using less number of 
leaves to achieve the accuracy). In ten tests of decision trees, the largest, average, and 
lowest number of leaves by EHRD were 9, 6, and 4 respectively, compared to 11, 8.5, 
and 6 by MHRD (Table 3.2).   
3.5 Discussion 
 We investigated the movement patterns of cattle, mule deer, and elk at the 
Starkey Experimental Forest and Range by finding regions such that organisms exhibit 
greater movement within regions and less movement across regions. We compared the 
modularity and edge ratio in term of their abilities to find more informative and 





movement. We first address the differences between regions found by MHRD and EHRD 
and the influence of the differences on capturing the movement patterns. We then 
explore the reasons that caused the differences which underlie the designs of the 
modularity and edge ratio. 
3.5.1 Regions found by Modularity-based and Edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region 
Discovery 
 The most distinct difference between the MHRD and EHRD is that EHRD 
detected the tight boundary of cattle movement (Figure 3.6d), while MHRD divided the 
region that contained most of locations of cattle (Region 1 in Figure 3.4b) into two 
regions (Regions 1 and 2 in Figure 3.5a) at the level of four regions. Note that even 
though region 1 identified by MHRD in Figure 3.4b contained most of locations of cattle, 
it was not a tight boundary of cattle movement, that is, it covered area where cattle did 
not traverse (Figure 3.5a). . EHRD was also more effective than MHRD in detecting the 
effects of barbed-wire fences on cattle (see, Coe et al., 2001).  
 Differences in regions yielded different attributes associated with trajectories, 
and therefore accounted for the different clusters of trajectories. At the level of five 
regions, all trajectories of cattle were assigned to one cluster by EHRD (Figure 3.9j), 
while they were separated into two clusters by MHRD (Figure 3.9d-e). The assignment 
of all trajectories of cattle to one cluster increased the cluster cohesion (Figure 3.9j), 
since the trajectories of cattle in this cluster are very similar to each other due to 
movement restrictions imposed by barbed-wire fences. In contrast, assigning 





(Figure 3.9d-e). EHRD also produced two almost pure clusters of trajectories of mule 
deer (Figure 3.9h-i). These explained the higher the Silhouette index of clusters 
produced by EHRD (Figure 3.7). The different attributes associated with trajectories also 
affected the performance of decision tree. The decision tree that used the attributes 
from EHRD achieved higher accuracy and simplicity, because the attributes effectively 
captured the characteristics of movement of different species. 
 The different partitioning of regions also resulted in different point densities of 
cattle, mule deer and elk in each region. The point density of mule deer and elk were 
negatively correlated at the level of the four and five regions detected by EHRD (Figure 
3.10). This pattern may reflect the competition of elk and mule deer on the usage of 
forage resources (Coe et al., 2001). The point that is below the regression line in Figure 
10d represented the point density of elk and mule deer in Region 1 of Figure 3.4h, 
where cattle dominated. With the presence of cattle in this region, the point density of 
both elk and mule deer was lower off the trend line. This might be explained by 
competition for forage between cattle and elk and cattle and mule deer (Coe et al., 
2001). 
3.5.2 Differences in the design of Modularity and Edge ratio 
 Compartments (i.e., regions in this study) are described as groups of nodes in 
networks or graphs with many edges joining nodes of the same group but comparatively 
few edges joining nodes of different groups (Fortunato 2010). Modularity and Edge ratio 
are two criteria have been developed to quantify edge connections within and between 





used as a criterion to optimize in compartment detection, the limits of modularity have 
also been recognized.  
 First, modularity compares the actual connections among nodes in graphs or 
networks with those in graphs (i.e., null models) where nodes are connected in random. 
It assumes that each node can be connected to other nodes in the null models. This 
assumption is tenuous at best for large systems (Fortunato 2010) and does not appear 
to be correct in this study. Due to the effects of barbed-wire fences, it is unreasonable 
to assume that cattle can move from spatial clusters within fenced off area to those 
outside of the fencing. In other words, spatial clusters within and outside of the barbed-
wire fences should not be connected by the movement of cattle. Therefore, it is invalid 
to compare the actual connections to connections in null models where nodes (i.e., 
spatial clusters in this study) are assumed to be connected in a random manner. Edge 
ratio determines the strength of within-compartment connections by comparing the 
actual connections within the compartments and the actual connections between 
compartments. Therefore, edge ratio does not rely on any null model. 
 Second, modularity optimization has a low ability to detect compartments that 
are comparatively small with the respect to the graph as a whole (Fortunato 2010). 
More specifically, modularity optimization tends to find compartments that have a 
relatively even number of connections (as illustrated in Figure 3.2). The within-region 
connections were uneven in Regions 1 and 2 found by EHRD (701,698 vs. 88,140: Figure 
3.6d). Region 1 contained most telemetry locations of cattle. In contrast, the within-





even (360,300 vs. 276,162). This accounts for the reason that Modularity-based 
Hierarchical Region Discovery did not delineate the tight boundary of cattle movement.  
3.6 Conclusion 
 In this study, we investigated the movement patterns of cattle, mule deer, and 
elk at the Starkey Experimental Forest and Range by finding regions such that organisms 
exhibit greater movement within regions and less movement across regions. We 
compared our approach, which used the criterion of edge ratio to detect the regions, 
with more widely used modularity. Attributes of trajectories derived from regions 
detected according to the criterion of edge ratio produced higher quality of clusters of 
trajectories as evaluated by the Silhouette index and achieved higher accuracy and 
simplicity in classifying trajectories of different species compared to the previous work. 
We also found that the regions detected according to the criterion of edge ratio might 
suggest competition among cattle, mule deer, and elk. Edge ratio-based Hierarchical 
Region Discovery is more suitable to analyze animal trajectory and is a potentially useful 







Figure 3.1 Creation of a weighted graph based on trajectories linking spatial clusters. a) 
the aggregation of points traversed by trajectories into Spatial Clusters (SCs). b)  the 
resulting weighted graph created by counting connections between SCs that represent 























Figure 3.2 Partitioning of a graph (a) into two compartments by optimizing: b) 










Figure 3.3 Aggregation of animal trajectory points (n=14,990) at Starkey Experimental 






Figure 3.4 Hierarchical regions of animal trajectories at Starkey Experimental Forest and 
Range generated by a-d) Modularity-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD), and e) 







Figure 3.5 Trajectories of 34 cattle (C), 30 mule deer (D), and 38 elk (E) at Starkey 
Experimental Forest and Range overlaid on a four region classification generated by a) 
to c) Modularity-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD), and e) to f) Edge ratio-
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Figure 3.6 Trajectories of 34 cattle (C), 30 mule deer (D), and 38 elk (E) at Starkey 
Experimental Forest and Range overlaid on a five region classification generated by a) to 
c) Modularity-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD), and e) to f) Edge ratio-based 
Hierarchical Region Discovery (EHRD). 
a) b) c) 






Figure 3.7 Silhouette index of 2 to 20 clusters produced by Modularity-based 
Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD, dashed lines) and Edge ratio-based Hierarchical 
























Figure 3.8 Three region classification of 102 trajectories including 34 cattle (C), 30 mule 
deer (D), and 38 elk (E) at Starkey Experimental Forest and Range at the level of three 
regions produced by a) to c) Modularity-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD), 
and d) to f) Edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (EHRD). Labels indicate the 






















Figure 3.9 Five region classification of 102 trajectories including 34 cattle (C), 30 mule 
deer (D), and 38 elk (E) at Starkey Experimental Forest and Range at the level of five 
regions produced by a) to c) Modularity-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD), 
and d) to f) Edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (EHRD). Labels indicate the 
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 Figure 3.10 The relationship between point density (number of points per square 
kilometer) of mule deer (x axis) and elk (y axis) in: four regions generated by a) 
Modularity-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD), b) Edge ratio-based 
Hierarchical Region Discovery (EHRD), and five regions generated by c) Modularity-
based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD), and d) Edge ratio-based Hierarchical 






Table 3.1 Point density (number of points per square kilometer) of cattle, mule deer, 
and elk at the level of five regions detected by Modularity-based Hierarchical Region 
Discovery (MHRD) and Edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (EHRD). Region 
boundaries and animal trajectories are shown in Figure 3.6. 
 
  MHRD EHRD 
Region ID Cattle Mule Deer Elk Cattle Mule Deer Elk 
1 199.8 56.4 50.3 235.4 66.2 51.5 
2 137.3 88.2 43.0 9.2 131.9 19.9 
3 0.1 60.2 134.8 1.6 35.8 111.8 
4 0.0 19.4 111.3 0.0 89.9 56.5 







Table 3.2 Accuracy and number of leaves (simplicity) from 10-folder decision tree test 
using variables derived from Modularity-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD) 
and Edge ratio-based Hierarchical Region Discovery (EHRD) to classify 102 trajectories 
into cattle, mule deer, and elk. 
 
 




Deviation Max Min Average 
Stand 
Deviation Max Min 
MHRD  77.3% 15.1% 90.9% 40.0% 8.5 1.6 11 6 









Chapter 4 Uncovering Food Web Structure Using a Novel Trophic Similarity 
Measure3 
Abstract  
Aggregation of species on the basis of their trophic roles in food webs is a 
fundamental step for uncovering the structure of food webs in ecosystems. Although 
the Additive Jaccard Similarity (AJS) has been widely used to measure trophic similarity 
between species, it has also been criticized for its low ability to find species with 
equivalent trophic roles, especially when they do not share the same predators and prey. 
In this study, we proposed a new trophic similarity measure, the Extended Additive 
Jaccard Similarity (EAJS), that incorporates not only the similarity of shared predators 
and prey at adjacent trophic levels but at all trophic levels. The two trophic similarity 
measures (AJS and EAJS) were used to aggregate species in the mammalian food web 
for the Serengeti ecosystem in northern Tanzania and southern Kenya. Compared to AJS, 
the clusters of species based on EAJS had higher quality, which means that species in the 
same clusters have higher similarity and species in different clusters have higher 
dissimilarity in terms of their trophic relationships in the food web. Clusters found on 
the basis of EAJS also better reflected ecological factors known to structure food webs. 
Plants of the same habitat tended to grouped in same clusters, and the grouping of 
                                                      





animals was more clearly related to their weights. The advantage of EAJS lies in the fact 
that it is designed to consider species feeding relations in food webs in a broad scale 
(i.e., not limited to adjacent trophic levels). Our approach provides a means for 
revealing the patterns of trophic relations among species in food webs and exploring 
known and unknown factors shaping food web structure. 
4.1 Introduction 
 Food webs have been and continue to be a central research focus in many areas 
of ecology because of the importance of energy flows in structuring population 
dynamics, maintaining biodiversity and ecosystem integrity, and shaping network 
topology (Ruiter et al. 2003). The search for order and simplicity within food webs has 
attracted the attention of researchers for over a century (Elton 1927), including efforts 
to uncover their structural properties (e.g. Polis 1991; Havens 1992), reveal the rules 
shaping their intricacy (e.g. Willams and Martinez 2000), and capture species roles and 
interactions within them (e.g. Luczkovich 2003; Jordán 2009). While the interactions 
among species that form the basis of food webs may be complex (Polis 1991), food 
webs are non-random and highly patterned in nature (Pimm 1982) and are regulated by 
a limited number of biological processes. For example, Cohen (1990) summarized five 
laws that shaped food web structures while Williams and Martinez (2000) succeeded in 
predicting twelve properties of food webs using only two parameters: species number 
and connectance. 
As with the taxonomic classification system established by biologists to 





webs to better understand them is to decompose them into groups of species according 
to certain criteria or definitions. Approaches to grouping species in food webs have 
been examined from various angles, and controversy remains in terms of linking the 
detected groups to ecologically-meaningful structuring agents. Ideally, such approaches 
would be rooted in studies of the functional roles occupied by groups of species within 
food webs as determined by experimental manipulations (e.g., Paine 1980 ), but 
manipulative approaches are often impractical, or at least difficult, for many systems. 
Therefore, many studies of food web structure have focused on connectedness, that is, 
groups of nodes (e.g., individual species or an aggregation of species) and their observed 
trophic connections. There is a long tradition of the study of ‘connectedness webs’, in 
part because food web membership and trophic interrelations can be analyzed by 
observation alone. 
One of the most influential and fundamental works on aggregating species into 
trophic groups based on their observed trophic connections is Yodzis and Winemiller 
(1999), who compared the performance of multiple criteria (e.g., additive and 
multiplicative Jaccard similarity) and clustering algorithms (e.g., average linkage, 
complete linkage) in aggregating species into trophic groups. They concluded that 
additive similarity is better than multiplicative similarity and that average linkage is one 
of the two methods that produce more consistent and ecologically-interpretable 
patterns of aggregation. Luczkovich et al. (2003), however, pointed out a fundamental 
limitation of additive similarity in the treatment of species with similar trophic roles; 





share the same predators and prey. For example, two herbivores that feed on totally 
different plants or are eaten by different carnivores are separated into different groups 
on the basis of additive similarity, even though they may play equivalent trophic roles in 
a food web. Luczkovich et al. (2003) adapted the concept of regular equivalence from 
social networks to partition food webs into isotrophic groups. Species in the same 
isotrophic group have the same or similar trophic roles in a food web, feeding on and 
being preyed upon by equivalent species (e.g., herbivores feed on plants and are eaten 
by carnivores).    
 An alternative approach to partitioning food webs focuses on detecting 
compartments, groups of species that have many feeding relations within the groups 
but fewer feeding relations across groups (Krause et al. 2003). From an ecological 
standpoint, compartmentalization is thought to contribute to stability of the food web 
(Melian and Bascompte 2002). For example, Krause et al. (2003) investigated the 
response of a food web to two disturbance scenarios and found that 
compartmentalization could reduce the impact of disturbance on the other 
compartments by constraining its impact to a single compartment. 
 To merge research approaches that on the one hand focus on strong within 
group feeding relations (compartments) vs. those that emphasize little or no within 
group feeding relations (isotrophic groups), Allesina and Pascual (2009) developed a 
unique probabilistic model that simultaneously considers the two types of patterns. By 
optimizing an Akaike Information Criterion function of species interaction and their 





either compartments or isotrophic groups. However, as indicated by the authors, the 
biological interpretation of such patterns needs to be further examined.  
 In this study, we aggregate species in a Serengeti ecosystem food web into 
clusters based on pairwise species similarity values calculated using the Additive Jaccard 
Similarity (AJS) coefficient and a novel trophic similarity measure (Extended Additive 
Jaccard Similarity, EAJS), which extends the Additive Jaccard Similarity to consider 
higher- and lower-order trophic level relationships. We then evaluate the aggregations 
of species according to EAJS and AJS using a cluster validity index and explore the 
biological and ecological factors which may account for the clustering of species.  
4.2 Study area and dataset 
This study investigated the food web of the Serengeti ecosystem, which covers 
an area of plains and open woodlands in northern Tanzania and southern Kenya. 
Famous for its biodiversity, including the largest herds of grazing mammals in the world 
(Sinclair and Norton-Griffiths 1984), the Serengeti has been the site of several seminal 
studies in grassland and savanna ecology. For example, McNaughton (1978) investigated 
the composite environmental factors contributing to the community organization in the 
Serengeti National Park while Sinclair et al. (2003) examined patterns of predation 
within the diverse mammal community. The food web used in this study is the same as 
that analyzed by Baskerville et al. (2011), which readers can refer to for details. The food 
web was compiled by collecting the feeding links in the literature (Casebeer and Koss 
1970; McNaughton 1978; Cooper et al. 1999; Sinclair et al. 2003) together with some 





web is composed of 592 feeding links among 161 species, which include 129 plants, 23 
herbivores, and 9 carnivores and omnivores. 
4.3 Method 
4.3.1 Calculating Pairwise Species Similarity Values 
 To aggregate species into clusters and reveal the structure of food webs, we first 
define the similarity between each pair of species based on predator-prey relationships. 
We do so using two measures of species similarity: the Additive Jaccard Similarity (AJS) 
coefficient used by (Yodzis and Winemiller 1999) and others, and a novel trophic 
similarity measure, Extended Additive Jaccard Similarity (EAJS, described below). Species 
were then aggregated into groups by applying Average Linkage clustering (ALK) to the 
species similarity matrix.  
 For two species i and j, AJS is defined as: 
AJS(i, j) = 
 
     
   (4.1) 
where a is the total number of prey or predator of both species i and species j; b is the 
number of prey or predator of species i but not of species j, and c is the number of prey 
or predator of species j but not of species i. Values equal 1.0 when two species share the 
same predators and prey, and decrease when species have few predator or prey species 
in common. 
EAJS differs in that it incorporates not only the similarity of shared predators and 
prey at adjacent trophic levels (i.e., the direct predators or prey of two species) but all 
the trophic levels associated with each species (Figure 4.1). Thus, rather than just 





lower level predators and prey (i.e., species preyed upon by a prey species or predators 
of a predator species) until no additional higher- or lower-level linkages are found. If a 
species appears on two levels or more (e.g., the species is the predator of species i and 
is also the predator's predator of species i), only the feeding relationship on the closer 
level is considered. In doing so, the predators and prey of species i and j in all trophic 
levels are identified. AJS of species i and j is first determined at each equivalent level 
(e.g., the prey of species i and j, the predator's predator of species i and j). EAJS 
between species i and j through all levels is then calculated as the sum of AJS at each 
level (Equation 1) divided by the maximum number of levels for species i and j. 
Calculations of AJS and EAJS are illustrated in Figure 4.1. AJS is based on the 
shared prey and predators at adjacent trophic levels. In this case, the number of shared 
prey is 1, the number of shared predators is 2, and the number of prey or predators that 
are not shared by species A and B is 4. Therefore, AJS equals 0.43 (i.e., (1+2)/(1+2+4)). 
EAJS (0.46) is the sum of AJS at each equivalent level (i.e., 1/3, 1/2, 1, and 0 at the prey 
level and predator level 1-3 respectively) divided by the maximum number of levels (i.e., 
species A has 4 trophic levels of predators or prey). 
 ALK uses the pair-wise similarity matrices of species produced by AJS and EAJS to 
aggregate the species into clusters. ALK defines the distance between two clusters as 
the average dissimilarity between all cross-cluster pairs of species. It builds a 
dendrogram by iteratively merging the species or clusters which have the shortest 
distance. This approach is hierarchical, and any number of clusters can be obtained by 





4.3.2 Evaluation of Food Web Clusters 
Defining the similarity between each pair of species on the basis of AJS vs. EAJS 
will, in most cases, yield two different similarity matrices and thus two clustering results 
(i.e., two ways of aggregating species in the food web). While there is no ‘best’ cluster 
result, we evaluate the results of the food web partitions derived using AJS and EAJS 
based on two criteria: 1) the quality of clusters as a function of cohesion of species 
within clusters and separation of species in different clusters, and 2) the ability of the 
methods to identify clusters distinguished by ecological factors known to structure food 
webs. 
We first evaluated the quality of clustering based on the two similarity matrices 
using a cluster validity index, the Silhouette index (Rousseeuw 1987). In an extensive 
comparative study of thirty cluster validity indices, Arbelaitz et al. (2013) examined 
index performance using synthetic and real datasets under different test conditions, 
such as different clustering methods, various cluster densities, and multiple levels of 
noise. The Silhouette index was recognized as the most suitable cluster validity index in 
terms of successful rates of recognizing the number of clusters in the different datasets 
under various test conditions. 





       
          
 
      (4.2) 
where n is the number of species in the food web, ai is the average distance between 
species i and all other species in its own cluster and bi is the minimum of the average 





dissimilarity of species i to other species in the same cluster (i.e., the cohesion of the 
clusters, with smaller values meaning higher cohesion), and bi measures the average 
distance of species i to species in the cluster that is most similar or closest to it (i.e., the 
separation of the clusters, with larger values meaning better separation). When    is 
greater than bi, the Silhouette index for species i is negative, suggesting that species i is 
more similar to species in other clusters. When bi is greater than   , it means that the 
average distance of species i to species in the ‘nearest’ cluster is larger than that of 
species i to other species in the same cluster. In this case, the Silhouette index measures 
the difference between the two distances, scaled to the former. Therefore, larger values 
suggest a higher quality.  
While the Silhouette Index provides a means for assessing the mathematical 
quality of groups, it is important that clusters identified using the two measures capture 
ecologically-meaningful relationships, as well. The ecological and biological factors that 
structure food webs have been widely investigated. We focus on two factors: 1) habitat, 
and 2) body size. Pimm (1980) found that compartments exist in food webs that span 
major habitat divisions (e.g. forest and prairie, adjacent freshwater and terrestrial 
habitats). The role of habitat boundaries in shaping compartments was further 
investigated by Girvan and Newman (2002) and Krause et al. (2003). Such patterns may 
be expressed particularly at the producer level.  
To test the degree of the overall clustering of habitat in the groups of producers, 
we compared Shannon entropy values for habitats in groups of plants identified by the 





plants species were assigned to one of eight classes (grassland, woodland, riparian, 
kopje, shrubland, thicket, disturbed, undetermined) on the basis of studies of plant 
community composition and personal knowledge of the system (Baskerville et al. 2011). 
Shannon entropy was used to measure the habitat signature in each group of plants, 
that is, the clustering of plants in different habitats among the groups. For group i, the 
Shannon entropy (Hi) is defined as: 
    ∑
   
  
     
   
  
   (4.3) 
 where j is the habitat,    is the size of group i, and     is the number of plants that are 
assigned to habitat j in group i.  A low Shannon entropy value indicates clustering of 
habitats in the group. The overall clustering of habitats for all groups of plants is 





    (4.4) 
where n is the total number of plants in all groups.  
To test the significance of the clustering of habitats in the groups, we calculate 
the p-value as the probability of a value lower than or equal to H drawn from the 
randomized partitions with groups of identical size. To determine whether a group of 
plants is overrepresented by plants of a certain habitat (i.e., significant clustering of a 
habitat in a group), we calculate the p-value as the probability that a randomized group 






In addition to habitat, it is well documented that trophic patterns are shaped by 
body size, which influences predator-prey relationships. Predators typically consume 
prey that are smaller than themselves, although larger predators eat prey with a wider 
range of body sizes than smaller predators (Cohen et al. 1993; Brose et al. 2006a; Brose 
et al. 2006b; Riede et al. 2011). Therefore, it is not surprising that body size has been 
incorporated as a primary factor in understanding food web structure (Paine 1963; 
Williams and Martinez 2000; Emmerson and Raffaelli 2004; Stouffer et al. 2005; Petchey 
et al. 2008). We collected the weights of animals in this food web from Roberts (1951) 
and Sinclair et al. (2003). In the study of predation patterns of Serengeti ecosystem, 
Sinclair et al. (2003) found that the ungulates can be broken down into groups according 
to their vulnerability to predators which are related to their weights. The ungulates 
whose weights are less than 150 kg are more vulnerable to predators. They also found 
that groups of carnivores are distinguishable based on the weight range of herbivores 
they prey on. We compared the aggregation of animals with the grouping of animals in 
Sinclair et al. (2003) and examined whether the patterns exist between the clustering of 
species and their weights. 
4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Cluster Results 
 The clustering process is hierarchical, meaning that users can select any number 
of food web compartments depending on the level of detail desired. Here, we discuss 





the same dataset. This level of detail also had a high Silhouette Index and resulted in 
ecologically-meaningful compartments (both discussed below). 
Partitioning of the Serengeti food web into eighteen groups based on EAJS 
values clearly distinguished three trophic levels: carnivores and omnivores (Groups 1-3), 
herbivores (Groups 4-11), and producers (Groups 12-18) (Table 4.1, Figure 4.3). At the 
highest trophic level (carnivores and omnivores), Group 1 contained just one species, 
Caracal caracal, which has no predator and relies on only four herbivores. This is in 
contrast to carnivores in Group 2, which included large carnivores that utilize a broader 
range of prey, and Group 3, which contained all carnivores eaten by Panthera pardus.  
 Species in the eight groups at the herbivore level (Groups 4-11) showed patterns 
that can be tied to differences in their predator and prey species. Groups 10 and 11 
each contained only one species, Loxodonta africana and Hippopotamus amphibious, 
respectively, neither of which has a predator. L. africana is terrestrial and eats terrestrial 
plants, while H. amphibius is an aquatic animal and feeds on aquatic plants (Bigalke et al. 
1954). Although the former eats 46 plants and the later feeds on 9 plants, they only 
share 5 plants in common. Of the remaining six groups, five (Groups 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9) 
were distinguished on the basis of specific predator or prey species. Species in Group 5 
(Procavia capensis), Group 6 (Heterohyrax brucei and Papio anubis) and Group 9 (Giraffa 
camelopardalis and Syncerus caffer) are only eaten by one species (Caracal caracal, 
Panthera pardus and Panthera leo respectively), while species in Groups 4 and 8 have 





and Pedetes capensis (Group 4) is eaten by C. caracal and P. pardus. Group 7 contained 
the largest number of herbivores, each of which has at least three predators. 
 At the primary producer level, Groups 17 and 18 both comprised only one 
species that is eaten by a particular predator (i.e., Olea spp. in Group 17 is eaten only by 
G. camelopardalis and Panicum repens in Group 18 is eaten only by H. amphibius). In 
contrast, the consumers of plants in Group 13 included all of the herbivores and 
secondary consumers that eat these herbivores. Species in the remaining groups 
(Groups 12, 14, 15 and 16) were aggregated on the basis of different primary and 
secondary consumers. Predators of species in Group 14 included only three species 
(Heterohyrax brucei, Papio anubis, and Loxodonta africana) while the only secondary 
consumer of this group is Panthera pardus, which feeds on both Heterohyrax brucei and 
Papio anubis. Species in this group are similar mainly because P.  pardus is the only 
secondary consumer of them and they have the highest Additive Jaccard Similarity (the 
value is 1) at the level of secondary consumer. In contrast, the predators of species in 
Group 12 are five totally different species (i.e., Alcelaphus buselaphus, Damaliscus 
korrigum, Kobus ellipsiprymnus, Pedetes capensis, and Procavia capensis). Five species 
(i.e., C. caracal, Crocuta crocuta, Lycaon pictus, Panthera leo, and Pantherap ardus) 
were the secondary consumers of species in Group 12, of which P. pardus is the only 
one that overlaps with the secondary consumers of Group 14. 
 In contrast to the food web identified using EAJS values, AJS identified two 
groups at the level of carnivores and omnivores (Figure 4.4). P. pardus and its two prey 





the other two prey of P. Parus were assigned to Group 1. The four prey species of 
P.pPardus were all assigned to Group 3 based on EAJS (Figure 4.3). AJS detected six 
groups at the level of herbivores, while EAJS found eight. AJS did not distinguish L. 
africana and H. amphibious, that have no predators, from other species as EAJS did. AJS 
recognized five groups of plants (Groups 14-18 in Figure 4.4) that only included one or 
two plants. Plants in these five groups have only one or two particular predators of their 
own, and they do not share any predators. They were separated from other groups of 
plants, because they do not share any predators other than their particular predators in 
common with other plants, and similarity of these plants to other plants is very low by 
the definition of AJS.    
4.4.2 Cluster Validity 
 Clusters derived from EAJS consistently had higher Silhouette Index values than 
those from AJS. This suggests a higher quality of clusters, which means species in the 
same clusters exhibit greater cohesion, that is, they are more similar to each other while 
species in different clusters are more different from each other in terms of their trophic 
relationships in the food web. 
 Compared to AJS, the clusters of species found on the basis of EAJS not only had 
higher quality, but also revealed more detailed patterns related to the habitat 
segregation of plants and network topology associated with weights of the animals. 
Compared to the randomized mean value of 1.37, mean weighted Shannon entropy 
across 18 groups identified by EAJS was 1.21 (p = 0.00003), suggesting that plants of the 





were significantly overrepresented by different habitat types. In Group 12, riparian 
plants were significantly overrepresented, comprising 50% of the group, compared with 
a random expectation of 6.25% (p< 0.005). Group 13 was overrepresented by woodland 
plants, which occupied 36.21% of plants in this group, compared to a random 
expectation of 25.00% (p< 0.005). Group 16 contained 41.38% kopje plants compared to 
a random expectation of 19.64% (p< 0.002). Mean weighted Shannon of 18 groups that 
identified by AJS suggested an overall clustering of habitats within the groups of plants 
(1.12 vs. randomized mean value of 1.31, p = 0.00001), but no types of habitat were 
overrepresented in any group (p > 0.05). 
 The grouping of species (Groups 1-3) at the level of carnivores and omnivores 
reflected the expectation that predators typically consume prey that are smaller than 
themselves and that larger predators eat prey with a wider range of body sizes than 
smaller predators. Carnivores in Group 2 are large predators with weights > 50 kg that 
feed on a wide range of mammals. In contrast, species in Groups 1 and 3 are smaller 
predators who have a narrower range of smaller mammals that are less than 11 kg, 
except for Acinonyx jubatus in Group 3, which eats mammals up to 100 kg. The groups 
developed using AJS did not show the pattern that carnivores or omnivores were 
assembled on the basis of prey sizes, as those derived using EAJS did.  
 At the level of herbivores, the number of their predators decreases from Group 7 
to Group 11, as determined using EAJS. Each species in Group 7 has at least three 
predators while those in Group 8 had two predators species, and those in Group 9 had 





weights of the species increase from Group 7 to Group 11. In the study of predation 
patterns of Serengeti ecosystem, (Sinclair et al. 2003) found that the ungulates with 
mean weights less than 150 kg are more vulnerable to predators. It is interesting to find 
that all the species in Group 7 are less than 150 kg including all the five species reported 
by (Sinclair et al. 2003). The wider range of predators of species in Group 7 probably 
reflects the vulnerability of these species to predators. (Sinclair et al. 2003) also found 
that the chance of species' mortality caused by predators decreases, as weights of the 
species increase. L. africana  (Group 10) and H. amphibius (Group 11) are two large 
mammals with no predator. The chance of their mortality caused by predators almost 
drops to zero due to the large body size (Sinclair et al. 2003). Once again, no such 
pattern was observed in groups found by AJS. 
4.5 Discussion 
 Methods and approaches for reducing the complexity of food webs have grown 
in recent years because they provide a means for better understanding food web 
structure and stability and for projecting the potential effects of anthropogenic and 
natural disturbances on biodiversity and ecosystem integrity. In this study, we 
aggregated mammalian species in the Serengeti ecosystem using average linkage 
clustering based on two trophic similarity measures, the Additive Jaccard Similarity 
index and an Extended Additive Jaccard Similarity. The difference between these two 
measures is that the latter considers not only the similarity of shared predators and prey 
at adjacent trophic levels but all the trophic levels associated with the species. This 





determines similarity considers the interactions of one species with other species in the 
network as a whole, without limiting such interactions to direct feeding relations.  
From an ecological standpoint, EAJS makes more ecological senses when we 
compare the clusters derived by AJS and EAJS at the producer level. For example, 
Sporobolus festivus was assigned to a single cluster by AJS (Group 18 in Figure 4.4 and 
Table 4.2), mainly because it is only eaten by Aepyceros melampus and does not share 
any predator other than A. melampus in common with other plants. The similarity 
between Sporobolus festivus and Sporobolus fimbriatus, which is eaten by Nanger granti 
and Eudorcas thomsonii, is zero according to AJS, because they share no predator in 
common. AJS failed to capture their similar trophic roles as producers in the food web. 
In contrast, their similarity is 0.417 according to EAJS, because they share five secondary 
consumers, including all of the four species in Group 2 and Acinonyx jubatus in Group 3 
in Figure 4.3. They were thus assigned to the same group (Group 13 in Figure 4.3 and 
Table 4.1). Overall, AJS underestimated the similarity among the plants in terms of their 
similar trophic roles as producers in the food web, especially when two plants share few 
or no predators in common. The underestimation reduced the cohesion in the clusters 
of plants and accounted for the lower Silhouette Index compared to that derived from 
EAJS.  
The food web examined in this study did not include any biological information 
aside from a set of nodes representing species and links representing their interactions. 
However, the aggregation of species on the basis of EAJS made more biological sense 





Similar to a study on the same food web using a sophisticated Bayesian group modeling, 
we also found that the plants from the same habitats tend to be assembled. As 
suggested by Baskerville et al. (2011), different habitat types have distinct spatial 
distributions in the Serengeti. Therefore, the structure at the producer level may 
partially reflect the flow of energy and nutrition supplying the food web from different 
spatial location, with herbivores integrating spatially separated groups of plants, and 
carnivores integrating spatially widespread herbivores. What distinguishes our approach 
and results from those of Baskerville et al. (2011) is the aggregation of herbivores.  
Baskerville et al. (2011) claimed a group named “small herbivores” which included 
Hippopotamus amphibius, a large mammal and a miscellaneous group which included 
herbivores ranging from small (e.g., Madoqua kirkii) to large size (e.g. Loxodonta 
africana). The aggregation of herbivores on the basis of EAJS suggested a strong and 
clear pattern associated with animal weights.   
In addition to patterns related to habitat structure of plants and network 
topology associated with animal weights, the clustering of species by EAJS is better able 
to identify ecological linkages across the entire trophic system than AJS. For example, 
the clustering based on EAJS identifies the groups of producers that support the 
carnivores and omnivores that comprise Groups 1-3 (Figure 4.3). Species in Group 3 
(with only one exception) rely solely on producers in Group 13. Groups 1 and 2 are 
ultimately supported by plants in various producer groups, but they have different 
primary producer groups providing food sources. Group 2 primarily relies on plants in 





serve as prey of C. caracal in Group 1 eat not only plants in Group 13, but also many of 
the plants in Group 16. This indicates that the loss of plants in Group 13 will have 
greatest impact on the species in Group 3 because of their heavy reliance on producers 
in Group 13. Conversely, there would be less impact on C. caracal in Group 1 because it 
relies on other producers. 
4.6 Conclusion 
In this study, we developed a novel trophic similarity measure, Extended 
Additive Jaccard Similarity (EAJS), that considers not only the similarity of shared 
predators and prey at adjacent trophic levels but at all the trophic levels. Aggregation of 
species in the Serengeti ecosystem based on EAJS was compared to the clusters of 
species derived on the basis of the more widely used Additive Jaccard Similarity (AJS). 
We found that the clusters of species based on EAJS had higher quality compared to 
these based on AJS which means that species in the same clusters have higher similarity 
and species in different clusters have higher dissimilarity in terms of their trophic 
relationships in the food web. Clusters derived from EAJS values also better reflected 
ecological factors known to structure food webs. Plants of the same habitat tended to 
cluster in groups. The grouping of animals was related to their weights.  The advantage 
of EAJS lies in the fact that it considers species feeding relations in food webs in a broad 
scale (i.e., not limited to adjacent trophic levels). Our approach provides a means for 
revealing the patterns of trophic relations among species in food webs and exploring 








Figure 4.1 Comparison of Additive Jaccard Similarity (AJS) and Extended Additive Jaccard 
Similarity (EAJS). AJS is calculated based on prey and predators only at adjacent trophic 
levels, while EAJS is based on prey and predators in at all the trophic levels.   
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Figure 4.2 Silhouette index of 2 to 20clusters of species in a Serengeti food web based 
on Additive Jaccard Similarity (AJS) and Extended Additive Jaccard Similarity (EAJS) 





























Figure 4.3 The Serengeti food web, with groups identified on the basis of Extended 
Additive Jaccard Similarity (EAJS) represented by different colors. Species are arranged 
by trophic level from plants (left) to herbivores (middle) to carnivores and omnivores 
(right). Different shapes indicate types of habitats of the plants including: (G)rassland, 







Figure 4.4 The Serengeti food web, with groups identified on the basis of Additive 
Jaccard Similarity (AJS) represented by different colors. Species are arranged by trophic 
level from plants (left) to herbivores (middle) to carnivores and omnivores (right). 
Different shapes indicate types of habitats of the plants including: (G)rassland, 
























Table 4.1 Species membership in eighteen groups identified on the basis of Extended 
Additive Jaccard Similarity (EAJS) for the Serengeti food web. 
 
Carnivores or Omnivores 
group 1 Caracal caracal 
group 2 Crocuta crocuta, Lycaon pictus, Panthera leo, Panthera pardus 
group 3 Acinonyx jubatus, Canis aureus, Canis mesomelas, Leptailurus serval 
Herbivores 
group 4 Pedetes capensis 
group 5 Procavia capensis 
group 6 Heterohyrax brucei, Papio anubis 
group 7 
Aepyceros melampus, Alcelaphus buselaphus, Connochaetes taurinus, 
Damaliscus korrigum, Equus quagga, Nanger granti, Eudorcas thomsonii, 
Kobus ellipsiprymnus, Madoqua kirkii, Ourebia ourebi, Phacochoerus 
africanus, Redunca redunca, Tragelaphus scriptus, Rhabdomys pumilio 
group 8 Taurotragus oryx 
group 9 Giraffa camelopardalis, Syncerus caffer 
group 10 Loxodonta Africana 
group 11 Hippopotamus amphibious 
Producers 
group 12 
Andropogon schirensis, Cymbopogon excavatus, Digitaria ternata, 
Phragmites mauritianus, Psilolemma jaegeri, Sporobolus spicatus, Typha 
capensis 
group 13 
Acalypha fruticosa, Acacia senegal, Acacia tortilis, Achyranthes aspera, 
Allophylus rubifolius, Aloe macrosiphon, Andropogon greenwayi, Aristida 
spp., Balanites aegyptiaca, Boscia augustifolia, Bothriochloa insculpta, 
Brachiaria semiundulata, Capparis tomentosa, Pennisetum ciliare, Chloris 
gayana, Commelina africana, Commiphora trothae, Combretum molle, 
Cordia ovalis, Croton macrostachyus, Cynodon dactylon, Digitaria 
diagonalis, Digitaria macroblephara, Digitaria scalarum, Dinebra retroflexa, 
Duosperma kilimandscharica, Echinochloa haploclada, Eragrostis cilianensis, 
Eragrostis exasperata, Eragrostis tenuifolia, Eustachys paspaloides, Ficus 
glumosa, Grewia bicolor, Grewia trichocarpa, Harpachne schimperi, 
Heteropogon contortus, Hibiscus spp., Hibiscus lunariifolius, Hoslundia 
opposita, Hyperthelia dissoluta, Hyparrhenia filipendula, Hyparrhenia rufa, 
Indigofera basiflora, Indigofera hochstetteri, Kalanchoe spp., Maerua cafra, 
Microchloa kunthii, Ocimum spp., Panicum coloratum, Panicum maximum, 
Pennisetum mezianum, Pennisetum stramineum, Sansevieria ehrenbergii, 
Sida spp., Solanum dennekense, Solanum incanum, Solanum nigrum, 
Sporobolus festivus, Sporobolus fimbriatus, Sporobolus ioclados, Sporobolus 
pyramidalis, Themeda triandra 
group 14 
Acacia xanthophloea, Commiphora merkeri, Crotalaria spinosa, Digitaria 





Kigelia africana, Lippia ukambensis, Sarga versicolor, Tricholaena teneriffae, 
Ziziphus spp. 
group 15 
Acacia seyal, Chloris roxburghiana, Digitaria milanjiana, Lonchocarpus 
eriocalyx, Panicum deustum, Setaria pallide fusca, Setaria sphacelata 
group 16 
Abutilon spp., Acacia robusta, Albizia harveyi, Albuca spp., Aloe secundiflora, 
Blepharis acanthodioides, Chloris pycnothrix, Cissus quadrangularis, Cissus 
rotundifolia, Commiphora schimperi, Croton dichogamus, Cyperus spp., 
Cyphostemma spp., Diheteropogon amplectens, Emilia coccinea, Eragrostis 
aspera, Eriochloa nubica, Ficus ingens, Grewia fallax, Hypoestes forskaolii, 
Iboza spp., Ipomoea obscura, Jasminum spp., Kedrostis foetidissima, Kyllinga 
nervosa, Pappea capensis, Pavetta assimilis, Pavonia patens, Pellaea 
calomelanos, Phyllanthus sepialis, Pupalia lappacea, Rhoicissus revoilii, 
Sclerocarya birrea, Senna didymobotrya, Sansevieria suffruticosa, 
Sporobolus pellucidus, Sporobolus stapfianus, Turraea fischeri, Ximenia 
caffra 
group 17 Olea spp. 







Table 4.2 Species membership in eighteen groups identified on the basis of Additive 
Jaccard Similarity (AJS) for the Serengeti food web. 
 
Carnivores or Omnivores 
Group 1 Canis mesomelas,  Caracal caracal,  Leptailurus serval 
Group 2 
Acinonyx jubatus,  Canis aureus,  Crocuta crocuta,  Lycaon pictus,   
Panthera leo,  Panthera pardus 
Herbivores 
Group 3 Papio anubis 
Group 4 Heterohyrax brucei,  Loxodonta africana,  Madoqua kirkii,  Procavia capensis 
Group 5 Giraffa camelopardalis 
Group 6 Pedetes capensis 
Group 7 
Aepyceros melampus,  Alcelaphus buselaphus,  Connochaetes taurinus,  
Damaliscus korrigum,  Equus quagga, Nanger granti, Eudorcas thomsonii,  
Hippopotamus amphibius,  Kobus ellipsiprymnus,  Ourebia ourebi, 
Phacochoerus africanus,  Redunca redunca,  Rhabdomys pumilio,  
 Syncerus caffer, Tragelaphus scriptus 
Group 8 Taurotragus oryx 
Producers 
Group 9 
Andropogon schirensis, Chloris gayana, Cymbopogon excavatus, 
 Phragmites mauritianus, Typha capensis 
Group 10 
Abutilon spp., Acalypha fruticosa, Acacia robusta, Acacia tortilis, 
Achyranthes aspera, Albizia harveyi, Albuca spp., Allophylus rubifolius, 
Aloe macrosiphon, Aloe secundiflora, Blepharis acanthodioides,  
Boscia augustifolia, Capparis tomentosa, Pennisetum ciliare,  
Chloris pycnothrix, Cissus quadrangularis, Cissus rotundifolia, 
Commelina africana, Commiphora merkeri, Combretum molle,  
Commiphora schimperi, Cordia ovalis, Croton dichogamus, Cyperus spp., 
Cyphostemma spp., Digitaria ternata, Digitaria velutina,  
Diheteropogon amplectens, Emilia coccinea, Eragrostis aspera,  
Eriochloa nubica, Ficus glumosa, Ficus ingens, Ficus thonningii,  
Grewia fallax, Grewia trichocarpa, Heliotropium steudneri,  
Hibiscus lunariifolius, Hoslundia opposita, Hypoestes forskaolii, Iboza spp., 
Indigofera basiflora, Ipomoea obscura, Jasminum spp., Kalanchoe spp., 
Kedrostis foetidissima, Kyllinga nervosa, Lippia ukambensis, Maerua cafra, 
Ocimum spp., Panicum maximum, Pappea capensis, Pavetta assimilis, 
Pavonia patens, Pellaea calomelanos, Pennisetum stramineum, 
Phyllanthus sepialis, Pupalia lappacea, Rhoicissus revoilii, Sclerocarya birrea, 
Senna didymobotrya, Sansevieria ehrenbergii, Sansevieria suffruticosa, 
Solanum dennekense, Solanum nigrum, Sporobolus pellucidus,  
Sporobolus stapfianus, Tricholaena teneriffae, Turraea fischeri,  
Ximenia caffra, Ziziphus spp. 





Bothriochloa insculpta, Brachiaria semiundulata, Croton macrostachyus,  
Cynodon dactylon, Digitaria diagonalis, Digitaria macroblephara, 
 Digitaria scalarum, Dinebra retroflexa, Eragrostis cilianensis, 
Eragrostis tenuifolia,  Eustachys paspaloides,  Grewia bicolor,  
Harpachne schimperi, Heteropogon contortus, Hibiscus spp.,  
Hyparrhenia filipendula,  Hyparrhenia rufa, Indigofera hochstetteri,  
Microchloa kunthii, Panicum coloratum, Pennisetum mezianum, Sida spp.,  
Solanum incanum, Sporobolus fimbriatus, Sporobolus ioclados,   
Sporobolus pyramidalis,  Themeda triandra,  
Group 12 
Acacia senegal, Acacia seyal, Acacia xanthophloea, Commiphora trothae, 
Crotalaria spinosa, Digitaria milanjiana, Echinochloa haploclada,  
Euphorbia candelabrum, Kigelia africana, Olea spp., Panicum deustum,  
Sarga versicolor, 
Group 13 
Chloris roxburghiana, Duosperma kilimandscharica,  
Lonchocarpus eriocalyx, Setaria pallide fusca, Setaria sphacelata, 
Group 14 Psilolemma jaegeri, Sporobolus spicatus 
Group 15 Eragrostis exasperata 
Group 16 Panicum repens 
Group 17 Hyperthelia dissoluta 






Chapter 5 Conclusion 
 Ecological networks exist in different forms and have been adapted to address 
different challenges and concerns in ecology. Ecological networks share same properties 
(e.g. complexity) as other networks, but they also have their own traits distinguishing 
themselves from other networks. In this dissertation, I focused on analyses that reduce 
the complexity and reveal the structure of ecological networks by decomposing them 
into groups of nodes or aggregating nodes into groups. I examined the performance and 
suitability of multiple techniques and algorithms when they were applied to different 
types of ecological networks focusing on particular goals in the studies presented in 
Chapters 2-4 of the dissertation (Table 1.1). One of the concerns of this dissertation is 
the fitness or suitability of these methods to ecological applications, especially for these 
methods that were not originally designed for the ecological studies. 
5.1 Synthesis of Research Findings  
 In the study of decomposing the habitat network of Lemur catta (ring-tailed 
lemur) into compartments (Chapter 2), Graph-based REgionalization with Clustering And 
Partitioning (GraphRECAP) found compartments that had a higher modularity Harary 
Index, and Alpha Index than those detected by Girvan and Newman's method. 





connections, greater traversability, and more alternative routes. Another desirable trait 
of these compartments is their relatively even size. In other words, compartments 
identified by GraphRECAP had a larger minimum number of habitat patches in 
compartments. 
GraphRECAP is a modularity optimization approach for compartment detection, 
while Girvan and Newman's method works on removing edges that have high edge 
betweenness (intuitively it is a "bridge" cutting process) and does not directly optimize 
modularity. So it is expected that GraphRECAP achieved higher modularity. Fortunato 
(2010) and literature therein pointed out modularity optimization has low abilities to 
detect compartments that are comparatively small with the respect to the graph as a 
whole. In other words, modularity optimization tends to find compartments that have 
relatively even size. This weakness, from the view of computer science or mathematics, 
could be an “advantage” in this particular ecological application. Compartments 
generated by modularity optimization tend to be even sized. They could both enhance 
the resistance of the compartment to habitat loss and facilitate patch recolonization of 
local losses from within-compartment sources. In contrast, Girvan and Newman's 
method has been criticized because it may produce unbalanced partitions under certain 
circumstances (Chen and Yuan, 2006). Just as it turned out in this study, some of 
compartments found by Girvan and Newman's method contained small number of 
habitat patches. They are more vulnerable to local extinctions, due to lower effective 





The trajectory analysis presented in Chapter 3 revealed patterns of animal 
movement by regionalizing animal trajectories such that animals had more movement 
within regions than across regions. It treated the animal movement tracked by radio 
telemetry as a spatial and ecological graph which was decomposed into groups of nodes 
for movement pattern recognition. These groups of nodes were spatially contiguous, 
forming regions. They were also ecologically-based in that animals had denser 
movement within regions compared to that across regions. Edge ratio-based 
Hierarchical Region Discovery (EHRD) was regarded as a better method than modularity-
based Hierarchical Region Discovery (MHRD) in terms of finding more ecological-based 
regions that effectively captured the characteristics or traits of different species’ 
movement. The clustering of animal trajectories based on regions detected by EHRD had 
higher similarity within clusters (e.g., all trajectories of cattle were grouped into one 
cluster). Classification of the trajectories (assuming we do not know what species that 
the trajectories represented) using attributes of trajectories derived from regions 
detected by EHRD achieved higher accuracy and simplicity. 
The different ways that EHRD and MHRD partitioned the spatial graph of animal 
movement into regions lie in the designs of the two methods.  To determine the 
strength of the connections via animal movement within regions, modularity compares 
the actual connections among nodes in graphs or networks with those in graphs (i.e., 
null models) where nodes are connected in random. It assumes that each node can be 
connected to other nodes in the null models. This assumption was invalid in this study. 





unreasonable to assume that cattle can move from the area within fenced off area to 
those outside of the fencing. It was not invalid either to compare the actual connections 
to connections in null models where nodes are assumed to be connected in a random 
manner. Edge ratio determines the strength of within-compartment connections by 
comparing the actual connections within the compartments and the actual connections 
between compartments. Therefore, edge ratio does not rely on any null model. 
 The tendency of modularity optimization in finding relatively even sized 
compartments as discussed above became a weakness in the trajectory analysis as 
illustrated in Figure 5.1. The most distinguishable and reasonable partition should be at 
the larger impedance in Figure 5.1a. However, modularity optimization finds the 
compartments with relatively even size and less ecologically meanings as shown in 
Figure 5.1c. 
In the study of aggregating species in food webs according their trophic similarity 
(Chapter 4), the Extended Additive Jaccard Similarity (EAJS) was proposed to overcome 
the weakness of the Additive Jaccard Similarity (AJS) (i.e., the low ability to find species 
with equivalent trophic roles, if they do not share the same predators and prey). EAJS 
considers not only the similarity of shared predators and prey at adjacent trophic levels 
as AJS does, but at all the trophic levels. It turned out that EAJS succeeded in capturing 
species that have similar trophic roles (e.g. plants as producers) in the food web. The 
clusters of species on the basis of EAJS also exhibited patterns related to habitat 





advantage of EAJS lies in the fact that it considers species feeding relations in food webs 
at a broader scale. 
5.2 Lessons learned 
 This dissertation examined two types of methods to reduce complexity of 
ecological networks. The first type of method decomposes the networks into 
compartments. The second type of method determines trophic similarity between pairs 
of species in food webs based on which clustering methods can be applied to aggregate 
species into groups.  Among the three methods examined for compartment detection, 
the most widely used is the Girvan and Newman’s method which finds compartments by 
cutting the “bridges” connecting the compartments. The other two optimize modularity 
in the process of building the dendrogram of the nodes (clustering the nodes), but they 
differ in the criteria governing the process of partitioning the dendrogram (decomposing 
the graph). The performance of the three methods depends on their designs of the 
algorithms as well as the goals in different ecological applications.  
A good example is the performance of modularity-based optimization 
approaches in the studies presented in Chapters 2 and 3. It is desirable to find relatively 
even-sized compartments in species habitat network for conservation purposes 
(Chapter 2). The modularity-based optimization approaches tend to find compartments 
that have relatively even size. Therefore, GraphRECAP is a better method for certain 
applications when compared to the Girvan and Newman’s method, which produced 
uneven partitions. However, there is no assumption that compartments should have 





animals (Chapter 3). Therefore, partitioning the graphs based on edge ratio is a better 
option, because it does not have this assumption. Moreover, modularity compares the 
actual connections to those in a null model where nodes in the graph can connect to 
each other in a random manner. Although the comparison with the null model makes 
modularity more rigorous, it is not valid to assume that nodes in the graph of animal 
movement can connect to each other randomly. Thus, edge ratio has the advantage that 
it does not rely on such a null model. 
Modularity-based optimization approaches may not be a better choice in other 
applications. The Girvan and Newman's method is better in terms of highlighting the 
linkages among habitats that are critical to the connectivity of entire habitat networks, 
because the Girvan and Newman's method identifies links with high edge centrality, 
that is, those edges that are most central and maintain the connectivity of entire habitat 
networks.  
The Extended Additive Jaccard Similarity (EAJS) and the Additive Jaccard 
Similarity (AJS) are two methods to determine trophic similarity between species in food 
webs. Although EAJS succeeded in capturing species that have similar trophic roles (e.g. 
plants as producers) in the food web, it requires the feeding relations not only at 
adjacent trophic levels (i.e., the direct predators or prey of two species) but all the 
trophic levels. This method might be subjected to issues associated with data 
constraints. If only the feeding relations of the direct predators or prey are available, AJS 
is an efficient approach and probably the only choice to determine trophic similarity 





So to sum up, the answer to the question “Which method(s) is (are) better?” 
depends on the objectives of different studies and the constraints such as budget and 
data availability. One objective of this dissertation was thus to assess which method was 
better and why it is better for different goals in various ecological applications.  
5.3 Future work 
 Future work will go in two directions. From an ecological perspective, more case 
studies need to be conducted to confirm the consistency of the performance of a 
method for a particular or specific goal. For example, it is interesting to apply the 
compartment detection methods to habitat networks of aquatic species and examine 
their performance and suitability. The increasing availability of data may also greatly 
enhance the algorithms and methods examined in this dissertation to better understand 
the processes in ecosystems. For example, the abundance of plants and animals in the 
Serengeti ecosystem will enable the estimation of the amount of energy flowing 
through the groups of species across the food web and the assessment of importance of 
each group to food web stability. 
 From a methodological perspective, the properties (e.g., the distribution of node 
degree) of these ecological networks, especially the spatial networks of animal 
movement proposed in this dissertation, need to be examined. The deep understanding 
of the properties or traits of the ecological networks and the capture of their 
uniqueness is a foundation for developing new methods customized to analyze these 
ecological networks and creating new criteria or indices for optimization or evaluation. 





overall robustness to disturbance of the compartments. It might be possible to design a 
method to optimize these indices at the same time in compartment detection. New 
criteria that are more ecological network-oriented may also be created. 
Applying methods such as those used in this dissertation  in different ecological 
applications and exploring the linkages between the detected patterns and ecological 
processes yields insights into their performance, their ability to capture ecologically-
meaningful patterns, and the their suitability and robustness to different situations. The 
feedbacks from these applications will provide valuable information and guidance on 
improving existing methods and developing ecologically-oriented indices and methods. 
This trial and error process will deepen insights on the research questions “which one is 
better for ecological applications” and “why it is better for ecological applications” 







Figure 5.1 a) compartments in trajectories of animal movements caused by impedances 
(e.g., a large creek vs. a small creek); b) the conceptualized graph from a); c) and d) 
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